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Strategic Plan Plots
Future Of College
BY RAN BARTON III
News Writer

SUZANNE fAlUNBES

Approximately 25 students participated k a candlelight vjgU on tibe
Quad last Monday night to comiawate the million* of people who
petkhttd in the 50 y«ars following fh<s Spaniards' arrival jto North
i r i
Please see the accompanying story on page 0.

Gereiy Holds Forum On Greeks
BYLEAHKAHL
News Writer
On September 29, President Tom Gerety held one of his
"Talks With Tom" concerning
the recent trustee decision requiring all fraternities and sororities to be coeducational by
1995.
•
He first listened to a variety of comments from the audience, of which a majority were
members of Greek organizations. The general sentiment of
the audience was one of frustration. Some students wondered
why they were even at this talk,
since the countless other meetings at which student opinion
was voiced had had no affect on
the decision.
Gerety was asked why the
trustees had felt that coed fraternities were preferable to

single sex ones. He responded
by saying that the trustees had
felt that the social life at Trinity
had never lived up to the promise of coeducation, since it is still
dominated by male fraternities.
This, however, did not
adequately explain to some why
the sororities are .being required
to become coeducational. One
sorority member said that the
sororities serve as a female supportnetwork,and that by taking
away two of four women's support groups, the school is limiting the options of women on
this campus.
Some students suggested
that Trinity was just going the
"politically correct" route with
the decision. Gerety responded
by saying, "I'm not a
Middlebury wanna-be." He said
that the institutionalization of
distinctions should not be al-

Greek Impkmmtation
Committee Announced

ftreskleht Gerety announced the members of the
Ttastees' Fraternity/Sorority
topfemenatton Committee on
Friday, October 16.
The committee consists
of six students, and five members of the faculty. Student
representatives are Emilie E.
East '94, Sharon H. Peiflandes
'96, Joshua B. Lahey '95,
Jonathan R. Fiper'93, LaurelB,
Porinoy '93, and Majdoti
Quintanifla '94.
Faculty members Professor George. C, Higgans, Ward

S. Curran, Shelia M. Fisher,
Paula A, Russo, Craig V\T.
Schneider, and Maurice
Wade willalso serveon the committee. Professor Higgans will
chair the committee.
In addif inn, David Winer
and Kirk .Peters will act as ox»
officio members of the committee from the Dean of Students'
Office.
The Tripod will continue
its coverage of changes in the
Greek system throughout She
coming months, including the
actions of this committee.

lowed to continue at Trinity.
Selectivity of the organizations
can be maintained, as long as it
is not based on race, gender, or
religious distinctions.
Many of those that attended this discussion felt that
students had no influence in
determining their own social life.
However, Gerety expressed the
idea that this trustee decision
actually allowed for a great deal
of student determination, as the
fraternities and sororities will
set the guidelines with Gerety,
and then the Greeks will complete the guidelines on their
own.
Students also wondered
about the general future of
Trinity's social life. One student
said that the Greek system is
being punished for taking
charge of the social life.
Gerety himself said that
the biggest failure of Trinity has
been not to put as much effort
into the social and residential
aspects of the college as into the
educational and athletic aspects,
and that there will be a major
effort over the next ten years to
develop the social life.
Students suggested that
the administration should have
had substantial plans for our
social life before ridding the system of the only viable option.
Gerety expressed anger
that the students were equating
the trustee decision with the
extinction of Greek life. He reminded the audience that the
faculty was also not satisfied
with the ruling, because they
please turn to page 6

All of us here at Trinity
have at one time or another
walked- down the Long Walk
towards Williams, and seen
President Tom Gerety in his office speaking earnestly and animatedly about some topic or issue, but few of us actually sit in
on these conversations and hear
what the President has to say.
The Tripod had an opportunity last Thursday to meet
with Pres. Gerety, and to hear
his comments on the recently
released draft of Trinity's Strategic Plan. The Plan represents
a great deal of work on the part
of all the Committee and Subcommittee members who participated in the process, and it
speaks clearly about the challenges thatfaceTrinityasitfaces
the turn of the century.
What follows, then, are
Pres. Gerety's thoughts about
the plan's three so-called
"leitmotifs" which dominate the
Plan's findings, goals, and recommendations.
"The first thing I would
say about it is the plan both is
and is not comprehensive. That
is to say that in many ways it is
comprehensive in that it would
affect the Trinity experience as a
whole, but the explicit position

and intention of the committee
and the subcommittees was to
take those issues which seemed
to us strategic in a time of some
stress in higher education and
for liberal arts colleges, and in
particular for a liberal arts college in the city... At a time of
some danger you might even
say for liberal arts colleges like
us, and ask where do we feel we
have to change in order to improve and to prosper in the years
to come so that ...we become
stronger in the face of these challenges?"
"So I would call it focused
strategic planning, and I want
to say right out front that it's not
the end of planning. ... This is a
document that we've drafted,
now it's not quite in its final
form, but with revisions suggested by all sorts of campus
constituencies, and I hope the
students will be sugge'sting
some additions, because I know
the faculty will... and we hope
to make it final within the next
two or three weeks so we can
move on to some of the other
planning that's ahead of us."
"But as you know, there's
an element in which the documenL com es out on a certa in da y,
as adraft towards the final document, but in fact the ongoing
planning that's contributing to
please turn to page 9

Science Quad Mugging
Still Being.Pieced Together

the area.
According to Director of
Campus Safety, Brian Kelly,
Trinity College's Depart- both Campus Safety and the
ment of Campus Safety and the Hartford Police are checking
Hartford Police are still trying times and other facts, because
to piece together the specifics of "There are some nagging incon-t
an alleged robbery on the Life, sistencies."
Science Quad.
A videotape from a secuA student reported to rity camera covering the area in
Campus Safety that he was front of the cash register was
robbed while walkingbackfrom obtained from the convenience
Sam's convenience store.
store, as well as the register tape
Sometime after 2 a.m. the showing all purchases.
student was walking past the
According to Kelly, the
Life Science Center and was ap- Hartford Police "did a minute
proached by an individual who by minute search of the videodemanded all of the student's tape, and they cannot find the
money. The student refused to victim on the tape." He also
hand over his money, and claims added that both Campus Safety
that the robber then pulled a and the HPD are continuing to
switchblade and cut the investigate.
student's face.
Mr. Kelly was unable to
The s tudent then gave the offer any other further details at
person all his money, and fled this lime.
BYJIMBARR
News Editor

;

WHAT'S INSIDE THIS WEEK'S TRIPOD..
WORLD & NATION:

FEATURES:

ARTS:

SPORTS:

Look back at the 1980s with Brian
Sa Her, read about Bill Clinton's detrimental welfare plan, find out about
President Bush's negative ad campaigns, and peruse an analysis of
the Vice-Presidential debate. World
and Nation starts on page 14.

Ever wondered what our nation's
leaders would be like if they were
Trinity graduates? Read about those
crazy campus squirrels, Mike
Higgins' dangerous trip, and look for
your friends in Along the Long Walk
in Features, starting on page 17.

Walk through the Carroll Dunham
exhibit in the Widener Gallery with
Amanda Kauff, catch a movie with
Chris Rau and Dana Meachen, or
check out a review-preview of MaratSade by turning to Arts, which begins
on page 20.

Trinity was led by Bantam Football
(14-0) and Field Hockey (3-1) in victories over Tufts. Get caught up on all
of Trinity's teams, including Crew,
Rugby, and Equestrian, by reading
the Sports section, starting on page
28.
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J resident Gerety charged the graduates of the safety.
As on-campus social alternatives are increasingly
I Trinity class of 1992 to make America's cities their
challenge and their mission. His appeal to those limited, the College may find itself face to face with a
a_Bml
most recent alumni was well timed, coming immediately larger drunk driving problem. Students in recent years
are already going to bars within the city via their cars
after the dramatic events in Los Angeles last May.
The challenge of America's cities, however, is not more frequently. Until now, there have been few serious
only for those who have graduated and are in the so-called accidents involving automobiles and intoxicated Trinity
"real" world. Rather, Trinity students today have the students. Yet, if the present trend continues, the threat of
opportunity to participate in the fight to save the urban a tragedy involving drunk driving will increase. This
threat would be lessened considerably if the College
way of life.
One of the most effective ways students can do this were to provide its own transportation into downtown
is by frequenting area businesses. The money which stu- Hartford.
Within Hartford are a suprising number of culinary
dents spend for food, purchases and services could make
and
cultural
attractions which have much to offer Trinity
a serious difference in the viability of Hartford's own
students. The Wadsworth Atheneum, for example, houses
downtown.Despite the frequent exhortations to take advantage one of the finest private art collections in the United
of what the city has to offer, most students never do. States. The Civic Center hosts famous performers on a
Instead, they stay on campus, bored and complaining, regular basis. The area is also home to an unusually large
number of excellent restaurants, despite the city's small
leading cloistered, sheltered lives.
This is not not to lay the blame on the students size. All of these opportunities could be utilized more
entirely. The fault is not all theirs. Rather, Trinity does not fully by Trinity, but the fact remains that many students
truly encourage its students to leave the confines of this lack the means of reaching them easily.
plot of green. For students without cars (whose numbers
The idea of providing transportation into the surare many), the options for transportation are limited. rounding community is not at all a revolutionary one.
Cabs are expensive. Buses are indirect and unavailable at Many colleges and universities offer such a service. Even
times.
institutions situated in areas with comparatively little to
One solution to this lack of transportation would be offer are willing to provide their students with safe
a shuttle into Hartford on a regular schedule. This would transit into town.
have many benefits.
Instead of merely telling Trinity students to get out
It would be an easy way for students to have an and see Hartford, the College should work on way to
evening out with minimal cost and minimal risk to their make it easier for them to do so.
DJ.S.
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Synduonidty

Long Walk Talk

chilly temperatures, this pastime has
been postponed until next spring.

Around Trinity was overIwhelmedby the abundance of social
[activity on campus this past weekjend. Virtually every fraternity and
jsorority sponsored a party,TCAC
posted an early Eighties Preppy Party
Jin the Cave, and Marat/Sade began its
I two-weekend run at the Austin Arts
[Center. WhileAround Trinity did not
[get the chance to sample every entertainment on campus, it did welcome
lthe innundation of options.

Around Trinity spied several messages chalked upon the Long Walk last
week, but due to inclement weather,
could only decipher one of them: "A
feminine feminist is not an oxymoron."
Around Trinity is encouraged to think
that the Long Walk will be continued to
be used as an effective channel of ambulatory dialogue by and for the Trinity
Community.

Trinity Ticketron

Sixty...
...isroughlythenumberofkegs
delivered to Trinity College by High
ipirits this past weekend, according
to an Around Trinity source. 'Nuff
said.

literary
Lucubrations
Around Trinity applauded the
recent celebration of Banned Books
Week (October 4th. thru October 10th)
by the Gallows Hill Bookstore. The
Barnes and Noble shop was open for
24ho.urs,sponsoring readings of such
controversial classics as Catch-22 and

NOW on sale are tickets for
the TC AC sponsored They Might Be
Giants concert. This quirky twoman band, specializing in accordion
solosandnine-footfezzes,willbring
their "Apollo 18" tour to the Washington Room on Friday, October 30th
at9:00P.M. While the event is closed
to the public, Trinity students can
purchase tix for $5 in the Student
Life Resource Center in Mather Hall,
Around Trinity was tickled pink at and there are tickets available for
the deep, loomingpiles of colorful leaves guests as well. For more informawhich were gathered upon the Quad by tion call SLRC or anyone involved
Buildings and Grounds last week. A fun with TC AC.
time was had by all who deigned to get
their clothes sullied and who frolicked in
the crisp, colorful nests, recalling days of
yore and of innocence. Around Trinity
urges everyone to remember the child
... that Saturday, October 24th
inside us all.
is United Nations Day. Act accordingly.

Ode to Autumn

ARemindei:..

Ode to Autumn II

For those of you who bypassed
rolling in the autumn leaves last week
but are still yearning for youth, try
mudsliding. A small but devoted cluster
of kids-at-heart were seen and heard by
the Chapel hill in the pouring rain durThePhaniomToUboothjinim screenings, ing ReadingWeek, throwing themselves
and general late-night activity. Al- over the slippery edge. Not only is this
though not causing a campus stam- activity physically challenging and an
pede, it provided a comfortable place effectiveaerobicworkoutbutithascome
that left the light on for all-night aca- to be a tradition at Trinity that rivals only
demic martyrs and chronic swinging'round the flagpole. Around
insommhiacs. Around Trinity looks Trinity hopes that others take advantage
forward to more innovative schemes of the next rainy opportunity, but fears
from GaUows Hill in the future.
that with the onslaught of consistently

t

MThe Tripod...
The Bantam football team
scores a one two punch in its quest
for another championship season.
They defeated Tufts 14-0 while hearing about Williams' loss to
Middlebury, 3-0. Read all about this
and other school athletics on the back
page-

• . ' . . • , .

Also check out Arts for reviews
of two movies, since Around Trinity
failed to critique any films this week.
For the Picks and Pans of Under Seige
and The Last of the Mohicians, see

page 20.

Please note: Letters to The Trinity Tripod should be received by 5:00 p.m. the Friday preceding publicaHon the foUowing Tuesday/They should
be typed and signed, or on a Macintosh disk. Letters should address the Editor, and not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will
bepnnte&aMioughnamesmayte
on an individual s character or personality. All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarUy reflect the views or opinions of this
paper. Please limit all letters lo five-hundred words. Vie Trinity Tripod reserves the right to edit all letters for clarity and brevity
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Lend A Hand InThe Walk Of life
By Kelly Canright
"Imagine no possessions; I wonder if you can. No need for greed or hunger, a
brotherhood of man. Imagine all the people sharing all the world..." - John Lennon -

I remember coming home from school a few weeks before my high school
graduation, and looking at the paper. In the L. A. Times, I came across a particular
photograph showing three or four young kids from South Central Los Angeles,
playing in the rubble, throwing pieces of wood that once comprised a building
which burned during the riots. I then chanced upon one of the local papers, which
had some more limited coverage of the upheaval in Los Angeles. Anyway, I turned
a couple of pages and lo and behold, there was another picture of some young
teenagers. These ones happened to be from my hometown, Newport Beach,
California. All of them were clad in formal attire and were sprawled on the deck of
a fancy 70-foot sailboat; a promotion for one of the local yacht clubs. So I had these
two photos in front of me showing different kids, with different backgrounds, from
different walks of life.
I thought about those two pictures for quite a while. I looked at both sets of
kids, and I wondered what their futures would be like. Where they would be in five
years. In 10 years. In 50 years. Funny. It didn't take me too long to realize which
ones would be attending Stanford and Yale.
This article is not designed to preach as I don't have the moral arrogance to do
so, but instead it is written to create an awareness about the world that revolves
beyond the 2,000 or so students we interact with every day at Trinity College.
Beyond the beautiful, Gothic buildings, and ornate gates, lies a community that is
virtually separate from the ever-positive reinforcements of our liberal arts college.
The children living in downtown Hartford are born into the slums and, sadly
enough, most will remain in the slums. They are moneyless. They are propertyless.
Some are homeless.
Many who believe in the principles of Social Darwinism might say that
relegation to these slums is due to lack of willingness and capability. I don't think
that is entirely true. I'd,be willing to bet that it has something to do with the fact
that, based on what these people see and experience every day under such conditions, it is difficult for them to develop any sense of optimism, encouragement, or
faith in the system.
'
Looking outside our gates this week caused me to go back to the pictures I
had seen in the different newspapers just a tew months ago. The juxtaposition of
such different life-styles was painfully familiar. The pain was not derived from guilt
about what I had in reference to what someone else did not have, but rather, the
pain came from my heart, feeling for the children who were thrust into an environment that might cause them great loss in their education and in their fulfillment of
their potential. I want to see those futures changed.
The presidential election is around the corner, and many people are placing
the burdens of a nation on the placement of one man in one office. Whoever he may
be, his power is trivial compared to the aggregate power of the rest of us. In union,
this country formed a nation unprecedented in history, and in union, this country
has the power to help those in need. Challenge yourself to take responsibility for
the problems you see forming in your immediate society, rather than waiting for Bill
Clinton, George Bush, or Ross Perot to make the changes for you. They do not have
that power.
Involve yourself in life and take responsibility in action. Trinity offers a wide
variety of community services including a program called the Neighborhood Posse,
which entails befriending a.child whose circumstances are most probably similar to
the ones:>I described in the tos Angeles Times. Those pictures artd those futures have
little hope of changing unless concerned people work toward constructing bridges •
over the large gap thai is becoming a canyon of destruction in our society.

1

) H. The taste and outlook characteristic of a period or

Hey Men, We're Not Too Sexy To Learn
About Sexual Assault
ByRkkZedntic
Gentlemen, come on in and close the door behind you. Let's take a few
minutes to talk man to man. The topic is sexual assault.
At 6:30 tonight, the Sexual Assault and Harassment Peer Education
Training begins and we should be there.
I assume we all agree that sexual assault is atrocious and should be
halted. I also trust we believe that it is a controllable act. If these two premises
are true, then we should do all we can to prevent future sexual assault. Our
absence from these sessions could only be taken as a sign of indifference.
Since we men are responsible for most sexual assaults, we should
likewise be responsible for preventing them. It would not matter if every
woman on the planet did her part to arrest sexual assault, because if every man
did not do likewise, the chances are high that some women would still be
victimized.
But we are not at that point right now. Unfortunately, there is still a long
way to go. Sexual assault is committed weekly on this campus and there are
several reasons we men should educate ourselves.
First, there is the unlikely possibility that we ourselves might be sexually
assaulted. But more importantly, many of our gender commit sexual assault
against our female counterparts. No man is bound to think of himself as a
potential rapist, but each of us is.
Even if you are never directly involved in an assault, someone you know
may be. One of your good male friends could be guilty. Or one of your good
female friends could be victimized. As could a sister or cousin.
I have been told that the comprehensive training will provide us, as
prospective educators, everything we need to know in order to give an effective
presentation to other members of the community. From films, workshops,
speakers, and discussions, we will learn the definitions of rape, sexual assault,
and consent; the myths, the facts, the statistics; causes and prevention of rape;
the Rape Trauma Syndrome; and alcohol's relationship to the topic.
The knowledge we will gain will enable us to educate others in big
groups and one-on-one. And even in the unlikely case that we never share our
new knowledge, we will have further educated ourselves.
The sessions run 6:30-9:00 on October 20,27, and 29 in the Women's
Center, which is located on the third floor of Mather Hall.
Time commitment could be a hindrance to some of you. But, think about
seven and a half hours. That is less than the time it takes to watch three Monday
Night Football games, three World Series games, or the Godfather trilogy. If
you care, and can make the time, you should be then1.
If it looks like you dan make most, but not all of the training, call the
Women's Center and ask about future sessions.
Thanks for your attention and I'll see you tonight.

Wellness Dorm Residents Introduce Themselves As Provider Of Option
To the Editor:
You're in line at the cave with
bottled water, when all of a sudden you
hear, "Hey! What a healthy, WELL kinda
thing to drink," snicker, "Did you pass
junk food-beer inspection last night or
did they findthathiddenbagof Doritos?"
You'll be wrong, of course: we are
not the 'nerd herd', nor are, we prohibitionists, and we are certainly not the beer
gestapo. In short, any rumors or preconceived notions you may have are probably incorrect. We who live in Park Place,
a.k.a., the"Wellness" dorm, are simply a
group of Trinity students concerned with
the overall health of our peers and ourselves. We won't look you in the eye and
say that ho one in the building has seen
the inside of the View, or has ever "had a
few to6 rhany" at a party. However, that's
not the point of our group. Simply put,
we seek shelter from the storm of alcohol
that rules Trinity every weekend.
We want to advocate responsible
alcohol consumption, and we want to
provide and support non-alcoholic
events. This campus has a pretty active
social life for a small school, and that's a
great asset for Trinity, but there are too
few "dry" activities on the weekends,
and we;, as a new program dorm, would
like to change that. We don't want kegs
banned or parties stopped, we just want
to provide alternatives and options. Ultimately, however, providing social alternatives is not our first priority. Our main
goal is to provide a living option for
people who would rather, not have to
deal with drunks in the halls, kegs next
door, and vomit in the bathrooms. While
we certainly encourage and support any
attempt to improve social options on
campus, it must be perfectly clear that

we are not here to cover for the inadequate efforts of the rest of the school. If
campus climate is to improve, it will take
a group effort on all parts, from the offices of the Administration to Fraternity
Row. We are a living option, not the
saviours of this campus.
Substance abuse is far from our
only topic of concern. We plan to sponsor programs about nutrition, exercise,
and mental well-being. We are trying to

provide options and information for the to rock the boat, especially when you're
benefit of everyone on campus. There sitting in it, but give us a chance. We can
will be lectures, and workshops, as well really do great things here at Trinity, but
only with your support. If you have any
as activities and events.
This letter was written to intro- questions or would like additional inforduce the dorm to the Trinity community, mation, please feel free to contact either
and to help circumvent the rumors which Elaine Palucki, box #351 or Liz Platt, box
will inevitably circulate. We prefer to #369. Feel free to stop by and visit: we
think of Wellness as an experiment rather don'tbite!
than a crusade; an alternative rather than
Sincerely,
a prison or a detox. It's pretty dangerous
The Residents of the Wellness Dorm

Presidential Campaign Work Has Ups And Downs
To the Editor:
As some readers may know, I am
currently serving a tour of duty with the
Clinton campaign in Maryland as the
State Campus Coordinator. The job has
its ups arid downs, but on the whole it
has been a rewarding one.
Like school, life on a campaign is
exactly what you make of it. You can sit
in your office all day and stare'at the
walls, or you can get down to business
and do your work. Depending on how I
feel, I do either or both.
I won't claim that life on a campaign reveals any deep inner secrets,
except that it's not always true-that a
dorm room is the worst room that you'll
ever live in. I've seen rooms on the trail
that make North Campus seem palatial.
In fact I live in one. Allow me to explain.
If my current room were on campus, it
wouldn't even qualify for a rating. It has
the ambiance of a fraternity house on a.
Sundaymoming,completewithlhesmell.
It is about as well lit as the View at 2:00
am, and my mattress is about as thin as a
Cave Cheeseburger. Harking back to
High Rise, we have a working drier but no

washing machine. The lighting is Sparse,
andwehavenothingthatevenapproaches
. the fine quality of Saga or Campus. I suppose that I miss the familiar voice of the
Campus Man telling me that he'll be
. there in "Two-three minutes". , .
But before I sound like I'm whin' ing too much, I am having a great time.
My office is alive 20 hours a day with
people from different backgrounds, and
of different races and personalities. We
are situated in a pretty rotten neighborhood of Baltimore,butthathasforcedme
to do some, thinking. After all, the people
who live around me, much like those
who live around us at Trinity, are the
constituents I am supposedly representing. If 1 can't work among the people the
Democratic Party is fighting for, then
how can I honestly say that I am a champion, in any way, of progressive causes.
There also have been some fun
times. I've driven in Governor Clinton's
motorcade. (And gotten bawled out by
the Press for not getting them to the
softball field on time. Clinton played with
the Stingers against the Hubbusters, no
joke.) I organized a rally with 12,000

people at the University of Maryland,
and got to meet AlGore afterwards. Then
there have been the small victories, like
setting,up the fax machine correctly, or
helping someone to dress up like a
chicken and mock George Bush for failing to debate Clinton. There have been
nights that I was up until three in the
morning because I've locked my keys in
my car.
-.
: I'll spare..you any tear-jerkers, but
I do sometimes wish that Ir>vas back at
Trinity. I miss school. Trinity seems a lot
more comfortable and wonderful when
you are not there. But at the same time,
working for Bill Clinton has opened my
eyes to; hope. There is a feeling among
students, especially at some of the State
Universities that Bill Clinton may turn
our future around. To help kindle the
flames of that hope has been a wonderful
feeling.
Anyway, soon I'll be back at school.
Till then hold the fort down and vote for
Billand Al. You'll feel better aboutyourself. I promise.
Sincerely,
Peter Friedman '94
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Students: Individuals To Be Respected, Not d a y To Be Shaped
To the Editor:
Former Supreme Court
Justice Louis Brandeis once said,
"The greatest dangers to liberty
lurk in insidious encroachment
by men of zeal, well-meaning
but without understanding."
The same dangerous
qualities of self-righteous exuberance upon which Brandeis
commented are readily apparentatTrinityCollege, Thedecision of the Trustees on the Fraternity/Sorority issue is obviously the most glaring example.
However, it is only the latest in
a series of actions taken by the
administration which ultimately
limit both the freedom of the
Trinity community and its capacity for intellectual growth,
Once, Trinity was an adherent
to the highest of academic and
educational standards. Now the
school is degenerating into a
forum for those who would not
lead in the search for truth, but
instead espouse the dogma of
the hyper-sensitive.
Those who doubt that the
student and his/her wishes have
become irrelevant to those who
now lead Trinity have only to
look at various facets of College
life as it currently exists. Trinity
provides few real opportunities
for open debate and discussion
of issues. Rather, in opposition
to all stated policy, the College
has assumed the role of a parent
thatpresumes to educate thestiident body not only academically, but morally and ethically.
From the day of matriculation
onward the student community
is bombarded with latter day
yersipns of the terv commandments: thou shaltnot transgress
what we define as acceptable.
This manifests itself not only in
Freshman training, but in the
acrionsoftheadminisrrationand
theallegedlyrepresentativestudent government.
Ironically, with the exception of the Fraternity issue, the
issues most enthusiastically addressed by the self appointed
legislators of morality are not
matters of real dispute. There
are very few people on campus
willing to espouse racist or sexist views, for example, at least
publicly. However, the ramifications of the urge of certain
segments of the Trinity community to entirely eradicate such
sentiments from campus is nothing less than an assault against
individual liberty. Consider
that/with great fanfare, a student was all but expelled from
the College community last
spring for uttering a racial insult. Such punishment is not
only ineffective but borders on
totalitarian. It is one thing to
decry bigotry and fight to edu-

much apology) that enforcing
party-line style morality onlyencourages inappropriate feelings
of victimization, they were immediately taken to task by a respected member of the ORL
upper level staff, who accused
them of insensitivity to hate
crimes against women. Almost
immediately, other staff members chimed their approval, demanding official action against
all actions they defined as hate
crime.
I cite these examples to
As it is, RA training is at present little more illustrate what is clearly a brutal
than political indoctrination. Dissent, when insensitivity to student wishes
on the part of much of the Trinnot ignored completely, is simply not tolerated.ity College faculty and administration. The Trinity College
cate. It opens no minds, and in New Hampshire, lectures on Handbook, which articulates ofdoes nothing to alleviate racial school policy by various deans, ficial policy of the College, intension. In short, censorship and yet more lectures by volun- sists that there will be no in loco
replaces teaching. Other racists teers from various community pmentis on the part of the adwill not change their minds but groups who reinforced the offi- ministration. The first of three
instead be more careful in choos- cial school line on "tolerance." leitmotifs for Trinity's "Strateing the locale of their phillipics. There was no room for dispute. gic Plan" asserts that "Students
Racists, the RA's were should assume more responsiLectures do not facilitate social
change so much as breed resent- told, are bad. Likewise for sex- bility for the direction of their
ment, boredom and apathy: only ists and homophobia. Were the ownlives," anunequivocalstatedialogue offers any opportunity involved students allowed to ac- ment on behalf of intellectual
to change a mind, alter an opin- tually discuss the matters past freedom.
ion. Imagine: if,instead of throw- token declara tions of agreement
Yet the College allows the*
ing the aforementioned racist and shock at the evil in ques- Dean's office to create and enout of school, The Tripod had tion, perhaps some deeper in- force the repressive limits that
instead merely published an ac- sight might actually have been deny such liberty. In doing so, it
count of the incident, complete , reached. A real discussion could violates its own rule as stated in
with names. Thus all involved have helped prepare the RA's the Handbook, which specifiwould be publicly held account- for forceful, dissenting opinions cally prohibits any faculty or adable for their statements and that exist in real life, if not RA ministration member to "misactions and be allowed to state training. As it is, RA training is use authority...[permit] outside
their respective opinions. In atpresent little more thanpoliti- interests to interfere with or to
turn, the members of the Trinity cal indoctrination. Dissent, influence one's job perforcommunity might decide on an when not ignored completely, mance". Ostensibly this would
individual basis where their own is simply not tolerated. When seem to prohibit faculty memopinionlay. Instead, a racist has two professors invited to lec- bers from allowing their opinbeen, cast away, unchanged and ture ventured the opinion (with ions or agendas from influenc''Unrepentant. What has been!
solved, what good done? The
day must arrive when all racism
at Trinity is acknowledged and
decried, not only the cries of a
drunken idiot, but more subtle
types such as the self-segregation of many black students in
the cafeteria.
This institution has two
options: allow students to act,
associate and think as they
choose; or attempt to enforce an
impossible, repressive homogeny. If we as a community allow
our Deans to censure and censor as they see fit, we risk selective condemnation of those
crimes that transgress the
boundaries of an artificial, nonexistent group standard. Al- •
lowing the Dean of Students to
enforce such a standard or ethics only leads to certain unpopular actions being singled out for
punishment, while less overt
and equally dangerous crimes
go unchallenged.
As another example, consider the training period for Office of Residential life staff, betcate people otherwise: it is entirely another to censure and
deport someone for what is,
however abhorrent to some, a
personal conviction.
An endeavor to expel all
racists from campus would be
Quixotic at best; yet this is exactly what the actions of Trinity's
administration in the aforementioned case indica te it is likely to
attempt. This does not fulfil
Trinity's stated intention to edu-

ing their judgement: in practice
this is obviously not the case,
The Trustee decision on the
Greek system in effect negates
this principle: it sets an official
precedent for extending the
realm of faculty authority into
the private life of each student.
Slowly but surely, students are
being stripped of any ability to
determine the direction of their
lives at Trinity.
Ultimately the attempted
restrictions of thought and action by the school achieve that
which the Handbook accuses
racism of inflicting: it "debilitates and disenfranchises; it
leads to feelings of impotence,
exclusion and anger. It undermines all that we seek to accomplish in a liberal arts college,"1
Students are not clay to be
shaped in the chosen image of
the faculty: we are individuals
whose rights and ideas must be
accorded respect. Racism and
sexism are not admirable or even
morally creditable. Yet, in order
to ensure the integrity of our
education and the liberty of the
Trinity community, those who
hbldsuch views must be allowed
to articulate them without impediment: that they give offense
is not a viable excuse for censorship. By any other standard,
Trinity will not be a place for
growth, but instead repression
in the name of tolerance. Those
whose job it is to ed ucate us will
instead perpetrate a brainwashing. Such action cannot stand,
and be called ethical. It can certainly not be termed education.
Sincerely,
Nathan Marinoff '95

CT Public Television
And Radio
Telemarketing Assistant

Work right next door to Trinity for PBS
affiliate Connecticut Public Television and Radio
as a Telemarketing Assistant.

Gjieek Alumnus Dismayed
To the Editor:
As a Trinity graduate and
fraternity member, I am dismayed by the recent action of
the Board of Trustees to endorse
the administration's and
faculty's continuing assault on
fraternities and sororities. I am
even more disturbed when I realize that this is yet another in a
series of swipes to rid the college of many of the customs and
traditions which have made
Trinity the unique and honored
institution itis. There appears to

ter known to most as the "RA
Program." Residential staff is
not trained to deal with crises,
aside from (in essence) being
asked to lend a sympathetic ear
and given a list of phone numbers to dispense in event of any
extreme situation. The official
training schedule (available
from most RA or ORL staff) reveals that "training" time this
year was divided into an excursion to an outward-bound camp

be an agenda to rapidly remake
our college into something quite
different from its past. Some
might like that; I don't. I feel the
college is being sterilized, losing its identity so hard earned
over its 170years of history, with
the real potential of becoming
lost in the maze of the many
other faceless institutions that,
too, are blindly riding the trendy
wave of today's popular rhetoric.
Sincerely,
Richard P. Brainerd '64

Superior phone and sales skills qualify you
for this Sunday through Thursdayevening job.
Excellent compensation.
Friendly and creative working environment.
START IMMEDIATELY
Call Elaine Werner at 278-5310 ext. 480
EOE M/F
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Clinton Lacks Experience For Strong Foreign Relations
To the Editor:
This is in response to the
September 15 article by Kristina
Kaczmarski entitled "Bush's
Failed Foreign Policy." Because
I have not been to all the places
or talked with people from countries she mentioned, I cannot
respond to all her arguments.
Since I am sure that she does not
know China or the Chinese as
well as our President, it appears
that she hasn't put away such a
presumption. However, since I
lived in Europe for four years,
part of the time as an Army officer, I can address her argument

that President Bush was not responsible for the fall of the Iron
Curtain because he did not aid
or "support the Balkans during
the actual process."
First of all, the Iron Curtain extended around Eastern
Europe. Those countries not recognized by the United Nations
as independent countries, such
as the Balkans, were not considered outside of the USSR. This
was the reason for the stance of
Mr. Bush toward the Soviet
Union and Yugoslavia, where
Mr. Clinton wanted to bomb the
Serbian positions. This shows

Following Incidents,
Post Office Tightens Up
To the Editor:
Due to several occurrences of mailfraud, it is crucial
that certain precautions are
taken. Enforcement of presenting a valid student I.D. is mandatory to receive a package and
has already been enacted. There
are no exemptions. But further
action will be necessary.
Effective immediately, no
one other than post office employees will be allowed in the
post office. Blanket stuffing of
mailboxes will be permitted only
with prior permission, All other

intra-campus mail will gladly
be handled when passed over
the counter or through the mail
slot.
Itisourdesireto maintain
the safety and trust that the Trinity community places in our
staff. We will do our best to
maintain the service that is expected of us. However, we regret any delays or inconvenience
these restrictions will cause but
there is no alternative at this time.
Sincerely,
Daniel Grohs
Post Office Manager

Decreased Intellectual Talent
Disputed By Hist Year Student
To the Editor:
In response to the letter
written by Amy Tatko '93,
("Shock and Fury Follow Vulgar Verbal Assault", Sept. 29) I
do not find myself to be of decreased intellectual talent. I find
her statement to be very condescending and largely unfounded. Does she actually
know anyone in the freshman

It was the strong military built by the
Republicans that showed the Soviet Union the
strength and resolve of the American people.
that one can know how to treat
them.
Secondly, although I
would agree that most of the
recognition should not go to
President Bush, most of it should
be given to President Reagan,
who had the same belief in a
strong foreign policy. When he
came into power, the military
was in horrendous shape. The
Soviet Union had just invaded
Afghanistan, and the only way
Mr. Carter could retaliate was
by having his own Olympic
games. Additionally, Iran had
our hostages and we tried to

Union the strength and resolve
of the American people. Meanwhile the Democrats inCongress
opposed them every step of the
way. The USSR would have continued draining the resources of
the weaker countries if the
Democrats had prevailed. It is
only throughbeing in the Army,
as the President was, and not
avoiding the draft, as his opponent did, that one may understand this. This is also why it is
easy for those of us who have
served in the armed forces to
know why having women and
homosexuals in combat will be

detrimental to the military, another fact to which Mr. Clinton
is oblivious.
It would be my challenge
to the voters here at Trinity College to examine the records of
Mr. Clinton and Mr. Gore. Do
we want foreignpolicy decisions
from one who has not held any
position closer to another culture than delivering foreign correspondence? Do we want a
Commander-In-Chief who
avoided entering the service in
a less glamorous position? Do
we want a Governor from a state
with a below-average educational system deciding what is
good for our schools? Do we
want an "environmental" VicePresident who voted against the
environmentally responsible
projects in his home state (reference a recent issue of the National Review)? Do we want an
economic package like Mr.
Carter's which brought us to
double-digit unemployment,
mortgage, and inflation rates?
More Americans are joining me
in saying a resounding "NO!"
Sincerely,
L.J. La Brie
Graduate Student

IDP Student Finds Faculty Accessible
we can consider the possibility
that the college as a whole makes
more demands on theirtimethan
we, as students, are aware of.
In the process of investigating graduate schools, I've
seen a number of institutions
where many undergraduate
courses are taught either completely or in large part by graduatestudents; theprofessors teach
trie graduate-level courses. I
, think Trinity offers to the undergraduate student body what
it says it offers: an involved,
teaching faculty.
Sincerely,
Tery Griffin, IDP,'93

Gerety Reacts To Editorial

Columnists Appreciated
To the Editor:
I'd like to express admiration and appreciation to Eli Lake
and Rick Zednik. Guys,yourjournalistic talents are becoming comparable to the likes of Woodward,
Royko, and Rosenthal. -Every
week I am reimpressed by the
capacity of intelligence, humor,
and compassion flowing from
the context and wording of your
written expression. Where do
you two find the time and motivation to grasp the ruts of nor-

rescue them. Becauseof thebudgeting of a Democratic Congress
and President, our military suffered one of the most embarrassing defeats in history and
we returned with our rotors between our legs. It was the strong
military built by the Republicans that showed the Soviet

To the Editor:
worked as a teaching assistant
I am an IDP student who's and have been surprised at the
been studying at Trinity since amount of time and thought that
1987. It appears from Jonathan goes into preparing for classes. I
Heuser's editorial of September had assumed that, having once
29 th that he and I have managed designed a course, a professor
to spend several years on the simply taught the same matesame campus without meeting rial each time the course was
any of the same faculty mem- offered. This is not the case. Stustudent who wishes.to obtain a bers. I've worked with dozens dents who find themselves sacr
copy of the questionnaire should of faculty members from a wide rificing a weekend day or two to
contact her/his R.A. or leave a range of departments and I have their classes might take some
voice mail message with his/ not met one who fits Mr. comfort in the fact that, in all
her P.O. Box number on Maurice Heuser's profile of an uninter- probability, some of their teachWade's extension (2417). The ested, uncaring professor. I've ers are sacrificing those same
committee's efforts are impor- had professors return telephone days for those same classes. Our
tant to the Faculty's efforts to calls on weekend nights, over professors can't always be where
provide students with the best summer vacation, and while we'd like them to be; perhaps
learning environment that it can. they were on sabbatical. I have
Your assistance is genuinely often run into office hours that
appreciated.
conflicted wifhmy work or class
Sincerely,
schedules; I have never found a
To the Editor:
,
Maurice Wade
I write to correct an error of
professor who was hot willing
Associate Professor
to meet with me at another time. fact in your editorial of September
of Philosophy
It's true that these meetings are 29,1992. Addressing Trinity parnot always terribly convenient ents about the qualities that set
for me, but I don't see accom- Trinity, apart from other colleges
modating my schedule as one of and universitiesrlpointed out that
our Faculty has an admirable remalcy in our everyday lives and a professor's primary functions. search record that contributes to
Mr.
Heuser
claims
that
mold them into such a stimulatpur success as teachers. I did not
ing and enlightened context? I professors "do not spend much say that our Faculty failed to pubtime
outside
of
the
class
that
mean—what's in it for you? Is
lish as much as their peers. I said
The Tripod giving you a stipend? they could not offer more rea- that we emphasize quality rather
sonable office hours." I submit
Well, they should be. Hardy—
that he cannot know that. I've than quantity. That is a very differhar.
No really—this was just a
bombastic way to say—thanks
• for your most excellent gifts; you
reaUymake772e Tripod evenmore
worth reading.
Sincerely,
Hope Ingersoll '95

Sexual Harassment
Questionnaires Available
To the Editor:
\ „
Recently the Ad Hoc Faculty Committee on Sexual Harassment of Student sent a questionnaire to all undergraduates
by means of campus mail. The
purpose of the questionnaire is
to enable the committee to report to the Faculty concerning
the nature and extent of sexual
harassment of students by professors. Many of the questionnaires were returned without
responses. Students who wish
to complete the questionnaire,
but did not, can still do so. Any

the level of foreign experience
that the Democrat got as a mail
clerk for the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Not everyone in the world thinks like a
Razorback from the backwoods
of Arkansas. It is only by living
in other countries and seeing
things from their point of view

class? I find my friends to be
some of the most intellectually
curious people I have ever met.
I am infuriated with the attitude
she displayed in her letter, and I
would venture to guess that I
speak for most of the students
that came to Trinity after Ms.
Tatko.
Sincerely,
Luke Madigan '96

ent point from the one reported in
the editorial.
We on the Faculty feel
strongly that teaching and scholarship should go hand in hand. Indeed, wha t distinguishes the finest
liberal arts colleges is the Way their
facultiesintegrateorigirialresearch
ivifh skillful teaching. Trinity can
take pride in both aspects of its
mission.
Sincerely,
Tom Gerery
President
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HIM House Builds Sukkah On Main Quad
nity built a Sukkah on the quad and it
was desecrated. Since then it has been
erected behind the Hillel house on CresThis past week many of us have cent Street and has gone unnoticed.
seen a somewhat strange looking build- However, this year the Sukkah was built
on the quad.
ing on the quad.
Julie Freedson, co-president of
This building was constructed by
Hillel in celebration of the Sukkot and is Hillel, and other members of Hillel were
known as a Sukkah. They built the Sukkah quite apprehensive about putting it on
on Sunday and had a dinner there on the quad.
The response has been overwhelmMonday in celebration of the holiday.
The Sukkot is a fall festival of the harvest. ing and Freedson says, "I believe that we
According to Julie Freeds on '95, itismuch have really educated the Trinity community about this festival. Many students
like a Jewish Thanksgiving.
In the Torah, the Jewish commu- have stopped to see it and are opening
nity is commanded by God to build a their eyes to the Jewish community that
Sukkah and live it in for 8 days during exists at Trinity."
Overall, the Sukkah has been emharvesting. During these 8 days, they
were to live, eat and sleep in the Sukkah. braced with open arms. Professors have
The Sukkah is constructed with three also been very receptive. Professor Ron
walls and a roof made of leaves so that at Kiener has been eating lunch in the
Sukkah and the Hebrew classes have
night the stars can be seen.
Nine years ago the Hillel commu- been held there as welL
BY SUSAN OLSEN
News Writer

Open Forum On Greeks Held
continued from page 1

wanted the complete abolition of fraternities and sororities. Gerety said that the
decision was the best compromise between all interests involved.
However, only one student expressed satisfaction with the decision, saying
tha t it was a step in making Trinity more inclusive, although it should not be the final
step.

Read what you've been missing...

SUBSCRIBE
tothe

TRINITY

This is the inside of the Sukkah building that was erected on the SUOHW FAUIMMI
quad by the Hillell House in celebration of The Sukkot, a Jewish
festival of harvest.
_______
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The Wiiting Center Presents...

WRITING WITH
COHERENCE
Conducted By Laverne Nisihara
Thursday, Oct 22, 1992
115 Vernon Street 4:15- 5:30pm

Do you face this problem?
Good ideas to set down on the page, but then you
hesitate: How will you present them with focus, good
orgariization, coherence - in short, how will you make
your paper "flow" rather than jump from one idea to the next?
We will treat methods of producing coherent papers, beginning
with a writer's jumble of ideas and moving on from there.

cordially invites

TRINITY COLLEGE SENIORS
to submit resumes to the
New York Recruiting Consortium
for the two-year

INVESTMENT BANKING
FINANCIAL ANALYST PROGRAM

Deadline:

Monday, November 2,1992
to Trinity Career Placement Office
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Committee Begins To
Address Sexual Assault

BY CLIFF FULLER
Managing Editor

One year after the Anita
Hill and Clarence Thomas hearings captured the conscience of
the Trinity community, a committee is taking measures to address the issue of sexual harassment of students by faculty
members.
This ad-hoc committee,
established last May by the Faculty Conference, distributed a
questionnaire on Monday, October 12 to all Trinity undergraduates. The committee intends to report their questionnaire findings at the next Faculty Committee meeting on
Tuesday, November 10th.

Comrnittee,theCounselingCenter, the Sexual Assault Task
Force, the Women's Center, and
Jane Rudd, the Sexual Assault
Crisis Counselor. All have been
extremely helpful to the committee in drafting and distributing the questionnaire.
Reactions to the faculty
committee have been encouraging. Elizabeth Schwartz '94, a
member of the Sexual Assault
Task Force, feels that the committee has served a major purpose by simply being established. "It's already done a lot
of good by raising the issues
and getting the faculty to think...
a lot of faculty are more aware
now."
Ms. Schwartz feels that the

"We are trying to mine as many resources as
we can, urgently but not recklessly."
—Professor Maurice Wade
The committee is comprised of seven faculty members from various academic disciplines and is headed by Professor Maurice Wade (Philosophy Department).
Their "mission" was outlined in a letter written by the
committee for The Tripod (September 22,1992). Their plan is
to investigate the extent of the
problem of sexual harassment,
to "determine the reasons that
allegations of sexualharassment
of students by faculty are rarely
brought as formal charges/'and
to recommend appropriate
changes in administrative policy
and procedure "that, while protecting the rights of the accused,
make it easier for victims to bring
formal charges."
Professor Wade, upon
first hearing allegations of
sexual harassment of students
by faculty, was shocked. "I assumed that it was unheard of...
one would think that in a very
small and collegial faculty, such
misconduct would be known..,.
I was blind to it."
The faculty, after much
communication, was then
stirred into action. "Every student should be able to feel free
to take any class, pursue any
major, and work with any faculty member... students should
have this unrestricted academic
freedom without these unreasonable impediments," stressed
Professor Wade.
As a result, the faculty
•committee was formed and '
given a short deadline by which
to present their findings. Pro- :
fessor Wade believes that such a
short timeline will benefit the
committee's purpose. "The
members [of the committee]
have a sense of urgency... the
short schedule will keep this
urgency alive and minimize the
chance of bureaucratic inertia
thatplagues other movements."
However, presenting the
"best thinking and information
available" to the Faculty in less
than a month has been proving
to be the equivalent of cramming for a final exam. "We are
trying to mine as many resources
as we can, urgently but not recklessly."
These resources include
the Residential Life Resident
Assistant (R.A.) program, the
Sexual Harassment Grievance

issue of sexual harassment of
students by faculty has been
overshadowed at Trinity by the
more "popular" issue of student
to student sexual harassment.
She hopes to see better communication within the Trinity community about the issue of sexual
harassment in the future.
Jane Rudd, the Dean of
Student's Sexual Assault Crisis
Counselor, feels that the
questionnaire's data is important to glean, "or else no one
thinks that it's a problem at Trinity." Ms. Rudd "absolutely supports" them and praises them
for their attempt to "identify the
topic without dragging it out."
Professor Wade dispelled
two misconceptions that students may have about the
committee's "mission."
"We are not an adjudicating committee - one that finds
offenders and then punishes
them," said Professor Wade,
emphasizing that responses to
the questionnaires are to be
anonymous.
The second misconception refutes implications that the
college is once again jumping
onto the social-consciousness
bandwagon. "We didn't establish this committee because the
issue of sexual harassment is
'trendy'... it was engendered
from the visceral sense of shock
at the fact that such misconduct
was taking place. It was established out of our own ignorance," said Professor Wade.
Professor Joan Hedrick
(Women's Studies), another .
member of the committee,
agrees. "It has been slow to be
addressed here, but it's been
slow at other colleges, too." Professor Hedrick noted that because the definition of Sexual
harassment has changed rapidly
in the past decade, colleges are
simply "responding to the
times," and not subscribing to a
"trend."
Prof essor Wade is encouraged by the questionnaire response thus far, but urges all
undergraduates to complete it,
for it is through their responses
that changes can be effectively
made. "One necessary condition... is that there is community
ownership of the issue of sexual
harassment as our issue, as
Trinity's issue. Only under this
premise will policy succeed."
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The stones which you are about to read are taken directlyfrom thefiles of Trinity College's Department
of Campus Safety. The names of those involved have been eliminated in order to protect the innocent and the
guilty. Please note that all suspects are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law. Thisfeature of the News
section is designed to better inform the College community of the day to day work of Campus Safety officers.

Weekly Welcome
The security blotter is now back into full swing after taking a two week hiatus with the rest
of the Tripodders. We would like to point out that it is unfortunate that criminals do not work
according to Trinity's academic calender. Because of reading week, we were forced to publish this
Security Blotter "of epic proportions."

Weapons Worries
A student in Clemens called Campus Safety recently to report that he looked out the window
and saw two neighborhood kids walking by. One of the kids apparently pulled out a gun and
showed it to the other kid. No incident involving the gun was reported though. In the event that
you should see something like this, do not hesitate to call Campus Safety.

Washer Wipeout
This weekend, amid all the partying thatensued from the first weekend after Reading Week,
someone took it upon themselves to rearrange the Cook laundry room. This artistic rebel seemed
to think that the washers and dryers looked more aesthetically pleasing while in an inverted
position. DCS-BK noted that on college campuses, "98% of all incidents that campus safety
departments deal with were alcohol induced."

Anadama Automobiles
No, this wasn't copied from another security blotter, IT HAPPENED AGAIN. A Jolly,
Jubilant Jetta was broken into while quietly parked in an Anadama automobile parking place. The
security blotter is starling to question just why'anyone would park their car in the Anadama
parking lot.

Wiggans Worries
Just down the street, an AM/FM radio was stolen from a Jeep parked in the Wiggans parking
lot. In a completely different incident, a bicycle was stolen from the back steps of Wiggans,

Beamer Blues
A BMW parked by the Ferris Athletic Center was broken into. After breaking a window, the
thief swiped the cellular phone and took off. Hirtirim, maybe someone should call the thief, "Hey
you, bring my phone back now, or I'll tell my daddy and he'll beat you up."

Cookdook

.

_. ,

A student in Cook returning to his room at approximately 3:30 am one morning discovered
an individual in his room. (Not a roommate) The student called campus safety, who entered the
room to find that scared scoundrel had scurried under the bed. Utilizing their newly issued, shiny
handcuffs, Campus Safety officers apprehended the individual, and handed him over to the
Hartford Police.

CDChase

. , , . . , .- .....

,

:

;

:
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• On October 11, a brother of Alpha Delta Phi entered the house and spotted a burglar exiting
with a CD player. The thief attempted to escape on a bicycle with the CD player, but was chased
byr the AD brother. The student caught up with the biking bandit and demanded the disc player.
Tne CD player is back in the hands of the fraternity, but the cycling crook is still at large. Maybe
we should bring in all people with cancelled Columbia House memberships for questioning.

Pocketbook Police
More pocketbooks and wallets have been stolen from offices and backpacks. This lime, the
incidents were from the Student Life Resource Center, and McCook: DCS-BK urges all members
of the Trinity community to lock their valuables when unattended/ even if for only a few minutes.

Network Nuisance"

'

BetweenThursdaynightahdFridayaTfternoonsomeonerampagedthenetworkwiringcloset
for all of Jarvis and Northam. Network service to the entire dormitory was lost when wires were
ripped out of their sockets in the hub for the two buildings. No major damage was done, and service
should be up by the time of publication.
•""•:••'.)-.

Biking Bantams
Sporting their new, ultra-fluorescent, bright yellow jackets, Trinity's two mounted militiamen are visible almost half way across campus. Unfortunately, the security blotter has yet to see
Officers Kerrigan and Koula riding together. Many students have questioned whether Campus
Safety will be purchasing a bicycle-built-for-two especially for these patriotic partners. Also, on
everyone's minds... "Will they don powder pants and cross country skis, or will they be riding
Honda All Terrain Vehicles?"

Parly Patrol
WOW. Last weekend, there were seven registered events. Two on Friday, and five on
Saturday. DCS-BK commented that weekends are usually quieter (for them) when there are many
activities, as large Crowds can lead to problems. Unfortunately it wasn't a quiet weekend. One
more question: "Where are the Washington Room parties?"
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Environmental Product Pioneer Returns To Trinity
"We believe our company
life, he discovered that "busi- happen to be profoundly internesses fail when they fail to live ested in the wonders of human can be financially successful
up to their communi ty and their nature; and that's what makes . while behaving in a socially responsible and environmentally
people." He continued this type Tom's of Maine different."
Mr. Chappell then sensitive manner." This belief is
of thinking when he graduated
compared his years af- applied in Tom's of Maine's
from the Harvard Divinter graduation from mission. It is to acknowledge
ity School in 1988 with
Trinity College to the needs of the community toMasters of Theological
day and serve these needs in the
today's world.
Studies. He described
his improved underHe doesn't best interests of the people.
standing as a "new kind
feel that there is a
Returning to the issues of
of empowerment."
great difference, for Trinity College, Mr. Chappell
"Businesses fail when they fail to live up to
these are "both ages commented on two programs
In the statement of
their community and their people."
beliefs, listed in the 1992 annual in which responsibility is badly he especially admires, Commureport, Tom's of Maine pro- needed", but it is also a time nity Outreach and Campus for
—Tom Chappell '66
claims, "We believe that both when "you can choose to serve Kids.
human
beings and nature have someone else as well as your
He feels that "goodness
business is Tom's of Maine, Inc., of anew freedom thathe gained.
the leading producer of natural He learned that freedom can be inherent worth and deserve our own self needs." Iri January he . needs to be remade, and we are
defined in two senses. There is respect." This idea, unusual for hopes to complete a book on the the agents." This is the belief
personal care products.
These products include the side of freedom which is a a business, shows to what ex- subject of the need for a combi- that has directed him through
adult and children's toothpaste, - license from restrictions. His life tent the company takes an inter- nation of both worlds, people his career, and the idea upon
which his company is founded.
deodorant, anti-perspirant, was now free from the rules and est in human affairs. "We just and competition.
mouthwash, shampoo, flossing regulations of college life. Howribbon and shaving cream. His ever, with this aspect of freebusiness is based upon a com- dom from something, is a remitment to the public. He sees sponsibility to something. No BY J. AKASIE & P. SCANLAN rial service in the chapel Friday. come to respect the former
community, the environment, one would direct him in his life; Senior Editor & Editor-in-Chief
Approximately 15 faculty president's sincere love for the
household units, and human he was responsible for what he
members also attended the ser- College. Gerety described his
dignity to be valuable aspects of made of his life.
Alumni, trustees and vice for Trinty's 13th president meetings with Mr. Funston both
the times we live in.
Mr. Chappell was married friends of the late George Keith and life-long trustee.
at the College and the Funston
When Mr. Chappell came at Trinity College, and moved Funston '32 gathered to recall
President Tom Gerety told home in Greenwich, Connectito Trinity College as a freshman toMainein 1968. Herehehelped the accomplishments and gen- the congregation that although cut.
in 1962, his intended major was to start a school "where learn- erosity of one of Trinity's best he had only known Mr, Funston
G. Keith Funston, Jr. 71
pre-med. Through a religion ing by doing was a primary prin- known presidents at a memo- for three years, he had quickly spoke of his father's devotion to
class he discovered that life is ciple." Meanwhile he s tarted his
his family in a touching recolnot about getting to a certain ownbusiness. It was a great suclection of events from his childplace, but encountering each day cess, but he felt a sense of emphood. He said that he particuand its events.
tiness; "there was something
larly remembers the great sense
Though he hadn't looked lacking."
of adventure with which his fainto English earlier, he now
In his search to find the
ther would embark on family
pushed himself in that direction missing aspect to his business
vacations, whether in the United
States or abroad.
Professor George B. Cooper recalled Funston's energetic
administration of the College,
as well as the many impressive
additions'he made to the campus' faculty and physical plant.
Mr. Cooper is the Colonel
Charles H. Northam Professor
of History, Emeritus.
Former trustee William
Peele '41 spoke of Mr. Funston
You can rely on Kaplan test prep for the
as a long-time friend who left
LSAT, MCAT,GMAT and ORE.
the cloistered atmosphere of
Trinity to lead the New York
To geHi'llo law school, students must lake the [.SAT. A certain quesStock Exchange through a petion fornuil. sometimes eiilled Triple Triie/Kalsc, was not scored on the
riod of economic expansion and
strength.
June !(). I W 1 : October 5. 1001; December 7, 1001: February H, 1002;
He also said that Mr.
or June 15. 1002 I .SAT.
Funston was an active church
KEUYCOOI
Unlike some of our compel iiors. Kaplan caught t h e c h a n g e . INoi TWO PRESIDENTS HONOR ANOTHER: Tom
member, at one point serving
on the vestries of two churches
by accident, liul because we have a learn of professionals dedicated to Gerety and James F. English, Jr. at the Memorial
Service for G. Keith Funston, 13th president of
1
simultaneously.
- slutlyiiiff.cvery lest for which we prep. Kaplan updated all lectures , Trinity College.
Mr. Funston came to Trinmaterials and sample lesls.
ity iri 1927 from South Dakota.
He was a member of the Alpha
Whether you're preparing for the LSAT, MCAT, GMAT or
Delta Phi fraternity, the Phi Beta
GRE, you can rest assured. With Kaplan, you'll be preparing
Kappa
honor society, and the
with the most current materials.
valedictorian of the Class of
to look at the moral part of one's
life. An important memory he
has of Trinity College is that he
On October 13, the Phi "came away with a great sense
Kappa EducationalFoundation, of accomplishment." He says
Inc. of the Alpha Delta Phi fra- that "Trinity gave me a breakternity brought Trinity alumnus through from a time of confuThomas Chappell to campus to sion."
After he graduated from
speak to students about his
company's values and goals. His Trinity College in 1966, he spoke

BY TAMARA NICOL
News Writer
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In 1945 Mr. Funston became the president of Trinity.
At the time, he was the youngest college president in the nation. In 1951 he assumed the
presidency of the New York
Stock Exchange, a post he would
hold for the next 15 years.
Among Mr. Funston's accomplishments at Trinity was
his acquisition of the Watkinson
Library for the College, a distinguished collection of 19th century Americana and ornithology that now stands at 150,000
volumes.
As president he was also
responsible for the construction
of the Memorial Field House,
dedicated to Trinity men who
died in World War II. Mr,
Funston was not only the youngestpresidentinTrinityCollege's
history, but the first who was
not an Episcopal clergyman.
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Columbus Day Vigil Explores Controversy
BYPRASANTSAR
News Writer

Five-hundred years ago, the famed
Spaniard Christopher Columbus set sail
from Spain and arrived in the Caribbean.
He called it the New World but some say
it was not. Is it true that he had not even
touched what is known to be the North
American Continent, though it is still the
prevalent belief today that he did?
Last Monday night, Professor Dario
Euraque, along with La Voz Latina and
the Praxis dormitory, held a candlelight
vigil at 7:00 p.m. on the Quad. Its pupose
was twofold, according to Euraque.
First, the vigil s ought to commemorate the tens of millions of indigenous
people who perished in the fifty years
following the Spaniards' arrival.
Secondly, it hoped to bring some
awareness to the fact that indigenous
people, most specifically in Latin
America, have survived in the aftermath
of the crimes of colonization. In fac t they
are recuperating albeit in a slow fashion.
The vigil commanded an audience of about twenty-five students who

were mostly Latin American. In 1992,
the issue of Columbus said Euraque,
"had been reduced to the commemoration of two cultures by way of exchanging foods."
In reality, he continued, "1492 in
the context of 1992 was one culture trying to abolish another culture" by way of
establishinga tribute system to the Span-

With their people, Euraque explained, the Spanishbroughtdisease and
the sudden demise of Indians on a grand
scale. The Spanish also brought horses
but the Indians were forbidden from using them.
The Spainiard's had an "important developmental impact," Professor
Euraque said. "What good is the horse if

"To look back at something recent where other cultures of
people are being oppressed, it is not difficult to condemn
or lay blame. In contrast, when the event is so far removed, and distant as the voyages and discoveries of
Columbus are, the past is much more glorified,"
-Professor Euraque, Assistant Professor of History
iards and bringing everyone under the
umbrella of Christianity. He noted the
complete restructuring of Indian society
to fit the Spaniards' way of life.
"This period was more unique than
any other in history for it marked the first
time that two variant cultures had clashed
on such a scale," he added.

you're not allowed to ride it," he concluded.
"To look back at something recent where other cultures of people are
being oppressed, it is not difficult to condemn or lay blame.
In contrast, when the event is so
far removed, and distant as the voyages

and discoveries of Columbus are, the
past is much more glorified/' noted
Euraque.
Observers find it considerably
more difficult to find fault. He then
stressed that Columbus' and his actions
were "not a sixteenth-century phenomena."
It lived well into the twentieth century whether it was perceived the same
way or not.
Professor Euraque, who is currently teaching a senior history seminar
entitled "Columbus:An Exploration" is
also a specialist in Latin American History.
At the conclusion of the vigil,
Euraque hadtoldthestoryofaSpainiard,
who had, in some way, found himself
among Indians and had lived with them.
The man had eventually died in battle,
fighting on the side of the indigenous
people.
There were those Spaniards,
though small in number, who denounced
the massacre and social genocide of the
Indians instigated by the Spanish. But it
was not enough to matter,

President Gerety Interviewed On The Strategic Han
continued from page 1

change has already preceded the document and will follow the document and
will change itself as we go on.
"You see that already the shift to a
Freshman year effort, tOjtake one small
but I think consequential plan, the shift
in the RA arrangements towards more
dormitory council efforts, towards apush
on the RAs in the first year and pulling
back a corresponding degree in the later
years, those changes are really already in
place, we already virtually have a hundred percent participation in the Freshman year experience, the RAs are already thinking, and working, and looking at the extension of some of the dormitory councils.
"The dining hall program is already being worked on, opening the Bistro is part of it. Last year we began some
difficult experiments from a legal and an
institutional point of view, the question
of moderate usage as opposed to absolute prohibited usage of alcohol. All
these changes and plans are ongoing, so
the first thing I'd say is yes the document'
comes out as a draft and then in its final
form, but no, that's not the end of planning.
"The Curriculum and the General
Education Committees, and I think the
faculty as a whole, are clearly saying that
they feel no plan is complete ultimately
until there is curricular plan that's fairly
settled. That I think does not have to
jeopardize this three part plan, but we
can move right into a phase of planning
for that, along with the capital campaign
that will go on this winter, and will follow up on this and so on.
"The first question before that,
though, is on what central issues does
Trinity's reputation rise or fall? The real
sense of what's at the heart of this is that
interception of the faculty person as a
scholar is excited about her or his studies
and what they mean, and a student who
is there, knowing a little less at the ou tset,
butreallytheretoembracestudying,and
the teaching relation that they establish.
"A place like this is obviously built
on a very personal, what I call conversational, approach to teaching, and the first
question then is what is the central human relation which does make and
should make what it is, and I think the
answer is the teaching relations. There is
a sense in the plan simply a reminder of
what is our fundamental identity.
"This document at bottom is not
about any specific change, but about who
Trinity is or what Trinity is, about what

our identity is. And this document is
modest at its heart, it's a document that
says above all else that Trinity needs to
be clearer and more determined about its
identity in-the world at large. And that's
partly an identity on this campus, it's art
identity that we project.
"Now that's not a magical thing, in
which the president enunciates three
words, or a mantra that sums up our
identity. It's evolving now, but I think
the document represents a new level of
urgency and self-consciousness about the

moves, such as to a college or house .
system, but it does address the notion of
more dining opportunities, more large
spaces for students. Sothatwouldbethe
second issue, is our social and residential
life what we aspire to be? Does it really
fulfill, is their a mission for it? Are we
clear about why we have it and how
good it is?
•
"And then finally, the city question is an interesting one. If you look
back twenty, thirty, forty years, we've
always been engaged with the city, but

:
"So the final question, which is in
many ways the toughest, how does it
make sense for a liberal arts college to be
in a city setting like this? In one sense
you can say about the plan that it's a
collection of concerns that we've always
had, and in that sense it's continuous and
moderate and incremental. We really
never have sat back and said, "The city
must be taken into our identity, as a
defining aspect of our world and our
aspirations.' We certainly don't need to
coerce - to say that every faculty member
and every student must be in Jove with
the city.
"This document at bottom is not about any specific
"Trinity's diverse, it should be a
change, but about who Trinity is or what Trinity is, about diverse liberal arts college, it should be
all kinds of things. But I think that the
what our identity is. And this document is modest at its tone and texture of tine college is urban,
heart, it's a document that says above all else that Trinity it's undeniable in many respects, and we
need to say that the urban condition can
needs to be clearer and more determined about its identity be a challenge, can be'interesting; can be
engaging. It'sgoingtobecomemoreand
in the world at large."
more a theme, not just in admissions, but
in everything we do.
—President Tom Gerety
"This is a college uniquely posiimportance of us having a definite, clear there's been a sense where you could tioned, with unique difficulties that are
always distinguish Trinity, if you went also uniquely interesting, and appeal to
identity to extend out to the world.
"And that identity I think is going to Trinity you almost forgot you were in those students who feel that they want a
to be premised on three points: first, that a city, if s such a beautiful campus, and classical liberal arts education, tut also
our greatest strength is our teaching rela- the dorms are here and the classes are one that's in relation to real world probtionship between students and faculty, over there, and as the social condition of lems, and that's fundamentally what the
between faculty scholarship and the en- the city has suffered with the city sectirin is saying, our identity must
gagement of students in their own stud- suburbanization of the "whole country, take the city unto itself, even in small ,
ies, in scholarship of their own; that the it's clearer and clearer that the city im- things like how we labeiourselves, to say
social and residential aspects of life at pinges more and more, and can be seen very clearly that Trinity has a city commitment. There's a whole grab bag of
Trinity really define the fundamental; asa real difficulty for us.
efforts, but they all come under some"What
then
is
our
response?
I
identity of a liberal arts college is.
thing that is a push for identity;^: :'
"This small community is an over- think what this document is trying to
"And that goes back to the quesnight community/it's a live in commu- say, along with'the issue of identity, is
tion
in
my conviction that most fundathat
while
people
have
said,
'Why
should
nity. And I think we all feel - and you've
seen it in some of the language of the I come to Trinity?' we want them to say, mentally this is a plan to restate our
Faculty Committee or other critiques by 'Why should I come to Trinity in this city identity with greater clarity and greater
force, and that the restatement should
the faculty- I think we all feel pretty setting?'
And that's something that Trinity involve a rededication to teaching rela>strongly that we have not given enough
attention to the residential and social has to answer for, because there's just tions,areshapingingreatself-consciousdimension of our mission, and to making about no other liberal arts college like us. nessand deliberateness of residential life,
sure that we are as proud of our residen- There's really very few others, most of and finally a recognition that's emphatic
tial and social arrangements as we are of the in-city higher education institutions of just how much that we are truly the
liberal arts college in the city, the preemiour curricular or athletic or institutional are big and sprawling, bisected by the
city. This uniqueness about Trinity is nent liberal arts college in the city setting.
arrangements.
And we need to take that to heart, and to
"This document I think in a a sense something that for many years you might push it out and recognise it."
turns on that conviction that above all - have taken for granted.
In the upcoming weeks, The Tripod
"Trinity is a classical liberal arts
while we're very proud of the faculty we
will
address
these issues and others recollege,
and
the
setting
is
so
idyllic,
and
have and the students that we have, and
the way they engage one another - we're I think that we clearly recognise now that lated to the Strategic Plan, in an effort to
not convinced that we've brought them that's no longer sufficient, that students expose the plan to wider scrutiny so that
together in the right kind of human ar- will turn away from the city, so we must its proposals are better understood by
look to students who will turn towards the whole Trinity campus. We encourchitecture, after hours.
,',,•.•.•••
Trinity
due to its setting- and I think age our readers to write The Tripod with
"There've been lots of suggestions
many
dobecause it's engaged with the their reactions, and look forward to inover the years, yet this has been a fairly
creased awareness of and debate on this
moderate document; for instance it city, because its curriculum allows you crucial document.
to
engage.
.
doesn't recommend any whole hog
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Notice
October is AIDS
Awareness Month:
On October 22,1992
the Hartford Health Department
HIV program will be sponsoring
an "AIDS Awareness
Workshop." This workshop will
run from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
at the Burgdorf Health Center,
80 Coventry Street in Hartford.
The program is open to the
public to promote an update on
the services which are available
to individuals infected by HIV or
AIDS.
In Hartford, as of July
1992 there are 457 AIDS cases
reported. This does not include
the thousands that are infected
with HIV. An individual may
become infected with HIV by
blood to blood contact, injecting
drug use, unprotected sex, and
an HIV infected woman can
pass the virus in utero.
The program is
requesting media coverage so
that our listeners and viewers will
also be informed regarding this
HIV epidemic. Reservations are
required to attend this event If
you have any questions
regarding this event the contact
person is Dan Barone. Dan can
be reached at 722-6742.

to one of the information
sessions and have your
questions answered. We will
discuss how to go about
arranging an internship and what
to do about registration on
November 6th.
Sessions will be at 12:45
p.m. in Seabury 14 on October
29th and 30th, and November
2nd. All interested students
should try to attend.
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Secretary, Seabuiy 202 by
October 30th.

Manat/Sade:
Wednesday, October 21
through Saturday, October 24 at
8 p.m.The Department of
Theater and Dance presents
German playwright, Peter
Weiss's modem revolutionary
classic, The Persecution and
Career Counseling:
Assassination
of Jean-Paul
Seniors - don't miss the
Marat as Performed by the
opportunity to apply to the 1993
Inmates of the Asylum of
New York Recruiting
Charenton Under the Direction
Consortium. Employers include:
of the Marquis de Sade. The
commercial and investment
pretext of Marat/Sade is an
banking, consulting, insurance,
imagined play by the Marquis de
accounting/business services,
Sade about the 1793
retailing, plus two advertising
assassination Jean-Paul Marat,
agencies and one law firm.
the radical leader of the Fench
. Information available in
Revolution and its reign of terror.
Career Counseling Seabury 45.
De Sade was actually an
Resumes and cover letters for
inmate at the Asylum of
each organization are due
Charenton in the early 1800s
Monday, November 2, at 4:30.
where he wrote plays that were
Use drop-in hourstoget
resumes and letters critiqued performed by fellow inmates, an
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
activity seen at the time as a
Thursdays 1:30-3:30.
progressive form of therapy. This
production incorporates the
multi-layered Brechtian style of
Leglislative Internship
acting—1992 actors portraying
Program:
Trinity students will have 1968 actors (Trinity students
performed the play that year)
an opportunity to work for
portraying inmates as actors
members of the Connecticut
portraying revolutionaries.
General Assembly during the
An interesting and
Attention French Majors: spring semester for four or
possibly two course credits in the thoughtful play about social
The French language
Trinity College Legislative
profiency exam will be given
change with a lively musical
Thursday/November 12, starting Internship Program.
score. Directed by Joshua
at4:00 p.m. in Seabuiy 9-17. All
This program provides a Karter.
students planning to take the
unique opportunity for Trinity
exam must register with the
students to see how government
Lectures
secretary of Modern Languages, works from the inside, and in
Mrs. Shorey, in Seabury 23, and many cases to have an input into
pick up th essay questions a
the policy-making process, as
Latin American Studies
week in advance. All French
well as serve as key links
Presents Dr. Juan Almenderes:
majors, Plan A or B, must take
between legislators and their
'The Politics and
this exam.
constituents.
Economics of Health Care in the
" Developing World: Honduras."
For more information,
Information Sessions for interested students may contact
Tuesday, October 20,1992 at
All Prospective Spring 1993
Professor Diana Evans, Director 3:00 p.m. in the Rittenburg
Interns:
of the program, Political Science Lounge. Sponsored by Area
If you are considering an Department, Seabury 301 or
Studies, History, Economics,
internship next semester, come
and Political Science.
Mrs. Brazil, Department

CineHi

The Cognitive Science
Aficionados present "Lectures on
Research in Cognitive and
Neuroscience":
Ralph Morelli, "Intelligent
Tutoring in Soar." Wednesday,
October 28, in McCook 305 at
4:00 p.m.
Priscilla Kehoe, 'Brain
Plasticity1' (Does early stress lead
to 'overacting'?) Thursday,
November 12, in McCook 305 at
4:00 p.m.
Annual Ann Plato
Lecture:
On Wednesday, October
28, Katherine Moon will deliver
the Annual Ann Plato lecture
titled "Sex in International
Politics: Military Prostitution in
U.S.-Korea Relations."
Ms. Moon is a Ph.D. candidate
in the Department of Politics at
Princeton University, focusing
her dissertation on the
relationship between
international relation/foreign
policy and women, and is the
1992-93 Ann Plato Fellow. The
Ann Plato Fellow enjoys faculty
status, teaches a course in the
spring semester, and is
expected to become engaged in
the Trinity College Community.
In the Spring, Katherine will
teach a course in Political
Science and Women's Studies
titled Women. Gender and
International Relations.
The Ann Plato Lecture
will be held at 4:30 p.m. in the
Rittenburg Lounge on October
28. The public and the entire
Trinity Community are invited; a
wine and cheese reception will
immediately follow the lecture in
ALumni Lounge.
SexualAssault/
Harassment Peer Education
Training:
This intensive traning
program is planned for three
evenings this month: October
20,27, and 29 6:30 to 9 in the
Women's Center, third floor
Mather.
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Top Row (L-R): Rick Zednik, Opinion Editor, T.M. Zaharevidv Production Manager, Duncan Banfield,
Business Manager, Jay Q. Akasie, Senior Editor, Ryel Kesisvhaxmi, Announcements Editor, Thomas Catlaw,
Dialogue co-Editor, Suzanne Fallender, Photography Editor, Paul Sullivan, World and Nation Editor.
Middle Row (L-R): Lauiel Portnoy, News co-Editor; Sam Wedlock, Managing Editor, Daniel J. Scanlan, coEditor-in-Chiefi Jonathan E Heusei; co-Editor-in-Chief, C Gifton Fuller TV, ManagingEditor; Sunny Ashgai;
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What You Want Is What
You've Already Got
BY VICTORIA LUDWIN
Dialogue Writer

Our AcademicCitizendtip
The strategic plarthas been written. Tine subcommittees have been chosen.
Thcdedsionconcemingfratemitieshas been dictated. The doors of participation
have been slammed in our collective face. Yes folks, it's time we realized
something about our beloved school: when it comes to making decisions, we
students don't getmuch of asay. Surewecanmalcesomesuggeslions,wecanget
some upper level staff positions, we can even sit on committees where we are
severely outnumbered. These committees, tipper level staff positions and suggestions are held up as evidence af gtudenlpatti<;ipationby our president, OUT deans
and our trustees/ and it makes for a wonderful charade. Those in power tell us our
voice counts, in turn we get some great filler for our resumes and everything
remains in place, untouched, When it comes right down to it though, when the
tough decisions have to be made, they arenot made wifhmuch consultation. The
burden of democratic participation is lifted mysteriously from our grasp. The
charade becomes quite obvious and we hold our heads, make bed sheet banner?
and wonder aloud just how this mess came about.
Our college handbook makes allusions to the fact that we are citizens in an
academiccommunity, these allusions Uiough, are really illusions. In realitywe are
consumers in an academic market The word citizen carries with it, implications
that our administration is not willing to accept; namely a civic and public mind.
Gurpublic efficacy isstiiled in Ehepoliticsof our college, because the participatory
ingredient of the concept citizen is denied. As consumers we can ask for a better
product, bur only ask. As citizens we can take patt in shaping this product The
time has come to ask ourselves as students are we willing to take the steps
necessary to gain our academic citizenship? •
The groans of unrest and discontent can, be heard from the Cave to (he
poolrooms of our frat houses. Too often though, these clamors of agitation are
noibingrnore than clamors. Too often, genuine criticism fails upon Ihe ears and
minds of the already disillusioned. The wave of Trinity's apathy often washes out
criticism and tries to answer il with excuses for the status quo, These excuses
though, never outshadow the ever present contradiction at stake; the contradiction between what we are told and what is, between consumer and citizen,
between a Trinity that we shape, and a. Trinity that shapes iis. This contradiction
is always present, lurking in the collective mind and spirit of the student, waiting
to rest Ws disruptive head, 1 hope an article syejn as'this, and a, seetit)n suchlas
Dw%Hfserveasawelcomematforthepablic reconciliation of this contradiction.
We know wha t is to be done. We know that college run discussions, and academic
subcommittees only reform a system Uiat needs radical reconstruction. We know

If we can be trusted to write papers and take tests on
democracy, then weshould be trusted to participate democratically. If we are obligated to pay for our entrance into
tne.Tnntty community] then we should be obligated to
participate in determining its direction. Things, though
are never this easy. The basic logic that affirms our
citizenship and our right to academic citizenship is cam~
ouflagedby those who deny it.

Ideally, the Platform for Student
Empowerment written by Eli Lake is just
what Trinity needs. Students should be
involved with every aspect of their education. However, the author is assuming
that one vital aspect will be present in all
this change: an active, participating student body. Many of the the demands in
the platform have already been met on a
smaller scale, but because of student apathy, the desired effects were not achieved.

specified in the platform. The student
government is very active with affairs
involving students.
The third demand also asks for
something Trinity already has: a student/faculty court. In fact, Trinity has
many committees handling all sorts of
student affairs, involving both students
and faculty: Academic Affairs, Racial
and Sexual Harrassment, Student Life,
Institutional Development, Minority Faculty Hiring, Physical Plant, and Fraternity. These committees handle student
complaints, questions, and problems.

Many of the demands in the platform have already been
. met on a smaller scale, but because of student apathy, the
desired effects were not achieved.
The plan is reasonable and well thought
out, but in a realistic sense, it may not
produce the empowerment the author
was hoping for.
The first demand is an all day summit involving students, faculty, administration, and trustees to discuss the direction of the college. These are to be
held once a semester and all classes would
be cancelled so that the entire student
body would be free to attend. This plan
is reasonable and well ordered. It's easy
to envision the WashingtonRoom packed
to the hilt with the Trinity community
working together, everyone having an
equal say.
But if given a day off of classes,
how many students would use it to attend an all day meeting in the Washington Room? In addition, with so many
interests being represented (as it should
be), I think more than one day would be
required to settle any disagreements and
reach some common ground. Does this
mean the students should take a week
from classes? Look how much of the
campus empties out during Reading
Week. Realistically, I think few students
would attend the summit given time off
of school.
The second demand is for "aboard
of student directors, thatlegislatespblicy
that effects issues intrinsic to students."
Maybe I'm missing something, but that
sounds an awful lot like bur Student
Government Association. I'm not sure
what the author had in mind is different
from what we already have; it was not

Again, the author is asking for something we already have.
Putting the minutes of all faculty,
administration, and trustee meetings in
student mailboxes as well as an open
door policy to all meetings are the last
demands. These ideas sound fair and
open; my only suggestion would be that
the minutes be summarized due to their
long length and dry content.
The Platform for Student Empowerment, contains ideas that, if put into
action, will keep the student body better
informed of what decisions are made,
who is making them, and how they are
made. I would like to see these plans
implemented (only demand one and four
are new), but I hope that the students at
Trinity are ready to put the time and
effort into such large and important
responsibilities. Otherwise, the plan is
ineffective. '

Objectivism:
The Philosophy of

AynRand
15 lecture course on tape
by Dr. Leonard Peikoff
author of The Ominous
Parallels.
CONTACT
Barry Wood-523-7459
Dennis Baldwin - 585-1944

The Trinity Writing Center
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Empowemieiit Re-Evaluated
BYAMYTATKO
Dialogue Writer

WhatAieThese
Things Called Rights?
There was a time, a much simpler one, when rights didn't exist. One couldn't
conceivably complain of being denied things that had not yet been invented so no one
did. No peasant cried out from the mud, "Help me. I'm being oppressed!" Nobody
clamored that they did't have a ball to play with; there was always a head rolling
around. Yes, those were the days of the knout, the iron maiden, and of public mass
executions with free admission for all. It was a time of clearly denied roles and
responsibilities. Authority was certain and, often, sure; and there were no rights, not
even for the sovereign. There was just power. This historical fact should make us
pause before we make any foolish or hasty statements about the universal applicability of these things we call "rights." There is nothing eternal about freedom of
expression, nothing inherently glorious in the pursuit of happiness. There is no real
thing called "freedom." These "ideals" are only ideas; who and what they pertain to
change with the frequency of the weather. But here in the West they are what we have
come to expect. They are the foundations upon which we base our society but are by
no means the only valid foundations. (Imperialistic Amnesty Internationalites take
notice!) If we are going to carry our (hypocritical) acceptance of the world's cultures,
we must accept also that which does not appear upon our checklist of rights—or
acknowledge that we are not freeing oppressed people but enforcing our own
equally oppressive and narrowly focused ideology. The point: no one deserves or has
inborn rights, be they life, liberty, or the access to education. This society has created
these concepts to facilitate the type of environment which it may most expediently
achieve its goals. The essence of truth, the path to happiness lies not now and never
has in these concepts.
With this in mind, I turn our attentions to the issue of student empowerment,
student "rights." Since this issue has increasingly come up, it is pertinent here to ask
whether this issue is all relevant. Firstly, no one at Trinity (I foolishly assume) does
not enjoy their "rights." No one would probably willingly rescind their "rights"
without resistance and screaming, "Hey. I totally have rights, you know." Fine.
"Rights" are nice things to have. We like them. In fact, we cannot get enough of them.
Each day someone gets the right to do something else. Some new universal is
discovered. But the question of student empowerment at Trinity College presupposes three things: one, that we are fundamentally dis-empowered; two, that there;
exists rights which we need to have; and three, that we feel both one and two
constrain and stunt our intellectual and social growth.
I do not think any of this is true. I do not believe that there is a conspiracy by
the trustees, the President's office, nor the deans to steal from the students of Trinity
College their "right" to make decisions for themselves and exercise that "right" to
choose in a mature manner. Secondly, I do not believe that there exist any "rights"

There is nothing eternal about freedom of expression,
nothing inherently glorious in the pursuit of happiness.
There is no real thing called "freedom." These "ideals" are
only ideas; who and what they pertain to change with the
frequency of the weather.
which are wantonly and overtly denied to us by the administration. Certainly, we
have the final word whether to remain here or not. And finally, whether it is apathy
or a coma, no one really seems to care. This is not defacto a terrible thing. The greatest
misconception of all is to insist that we kMshould care. If we are guilty of anything
though, it is the failure to realize and manipulate the huge spectrum of rights which
we have been afforded and to consider these not for what they are—wonderful
privledges—but as naive eternal, dare I say "natural," assumptions.
I confess that I was once a great proponent of the notion that Trinity was a
damp, open grave for thoughtless drunkards. Wait...I still believe this....Let me prephrase my point: I do not consider myself an inherently politically active person. Yet,
on a very basic level I recognize the importance of political action and dialogue. This
is where Trinity College students fail themselves. Here it is not even a question of
galvanizing the community into swift and efficient action. It is a matter of persuading
ourselves to acknowledge and say, "We should do something." Without this
fundamental acknowledgement of the necessity of action, the process of claiming
new "rights" and responsibilities cannot begin.
We who fancy ourselves intellectual seriously and detrimentally demean the
community of which we are apart. We point to the Greek issue as a gross injustice and
despicable usurpation of our "rights." Let's do something, we say without recognizing that in the very silence that now surrounds the affair Trinity has made a decision:
the day of the Greek system has come and gone. There were no rallies, no marches.
Nothing. This is not apathy but a clear and distinct message: enough. If it really
mattered something would have been done...by someone.
We as students do not need to administer this college. Our job is to educate
ourselves so we can become bureaucrats later. What we need to seriously consider
at this college is the fact that we do not justly treasure the "rights" we do have nor do
we use them to become an influential voice in this campus. Quite to the contrary, we
take them for granted. We assume we deserve them and then ask for more. More,
more, more, all the while failing to fully exploit the many things we do have.
Butmorehasneverbeentheanswer.Morerightsandmoreresponsibihtieswill
never cure the disease which plagues this college. More rights will not set us upon
the path to wisdom, nor reveal to us the essence of truth. We mustall certainly learn
to think and learn to appreciate this thinkingbefore we rush off to the perceived
necessity of increased responsibility.

I am neither inspired to nor impassioned enough to offer an insightful or witty
commentary on the issue of student rights. Student rights are good; I am for student
rights. Yet I must stop there, as I will remain limited in my passionate support and
fight for furthering student rights at this institution until I see greater evidence of
student responsibility, civility and seized opportunity. I believe that we possess
more rights than we now take the initiative to practice, are obligated to greater
responsibility than we now answer for, and are entitled to more opportunities than
we now take. We, the students, as a democratic people and rising intellectuals, must
practice responsibility of the individual. Only then will we enable ourselves to
combine that responsibility with rights for the resulting desired student empowerment.
We have the right to student government, the popularly-elected body of
student representatives and officers. How does that body use its voice and power to
implement social and political change at this institution? I once attempted to discuss
the idea of a weekly student/faculty social hour or mealtime with a higher-up of
SGA. He informed me that "they" had been working on that idea already for over
a year. Over a year?! I can hardly imagine that "it's much more complicated than
you'd think," as I was told by this student parliamentarian. Why is SGA not utilizing
its voice and power more actively? Furthermore, why are some of the most active,
progressive young scholars on our campus not involved with SGA? Perhaps it is
because we have allowed our right to self-government to weaken and wither away,
lessening it to a stagnant body, For this we can blame only ourselves. By remaining
passive we sacrifice one of our greatest rights.
We are responsible to pursue our intellectual curiosities and fulfill our academic obligations. For example, our reading assignments should be faithfully
completed on time, in order to ensure and evoke fruitfuldiscussion in the classroom.
This is one specific example of individual responsibility and moral obligation. We
excuse ourselvesbyclaimingthatif we are notprepared for class, we will nonetheless
learn and gain from the discussion. I wonder how intelligent, thoughtful ideas will
spring forth if no one read the book. Again, we retreat to passivity and await onesided discussion by our instructors.
'We are responsible to behave civilly and treat one another in a respectable, civil
manner. We hardly live up to this standard by launching unprovoked verbal and
sexual attacks, which we would all agree occur far too often here at Trinity. The last
issue of The Tripod clearly illustrated examples of uncivil behavior: sorority sisters
urinating in a parking lot, a Tripod writer accosted for his uninformed views of world
events, editorials relating incidents of harassment, fraternity brothers rating the
physical appeal of their female guests, etc. Members of social organizations who
behave like animals and cannot relieve themselves in toilets or treat their supposedly
welcome guests with respect are abusing their rights. Writers and activists who, in
their ignorance and insensitivity, offend others are abusing their rights. We must
take individual responsibility for our words and actions and not only correctly
utilize, but also respect the rights we now maintain.
We must seize the moment and embrace opportunity. There is a plethora of
events every week here at Trinity. If you've been to a lecture lately perhaps you, too,
are frustrated with the continuously low turnout The intellectual interests which we
cannot pursue in the classroom (due to the reality of only nine credits per year) can
often be satisfied at lectures and forums, films and performances. If we one day
learned that there would'never again be lectures or discussions on this campus,
certainly we would feel outraged and cheated. Yet, we remain passive and waste
these opportunities.
I am for student rights, but first and foremost I am for a re-evaluation of what
already exists. I strongly believe that if wecommit to practicing our rights as they
now stand, acting civilly and responsibly, and seize the opportunities now offered us
that trinity would naturally develop a great transformation. It is wrong to criticize
the current situation when we, the students, are directly guilty, of the apathy,
!
ignoranceandpassivitythatcreated.it.

Who Makes The Rules
On Gender Equality?
issues-sexualhaf assment, alcoholabuse,
the anti-intellectual atmosphere, and others—were marginalized so thatwecould
A late autopsy of the Greek sys- all have a healthy discussion on the ethitem would read: deathinducedby lethal cal necessity of coeducationalization.
injectionofadmirdstration'spolitical cor- Indeed, it is condescending to the collecrectness. A superficial, if not inconclu- tive intelligence of the Trinity commusive, assessment. Most are skeptical of nity when the administration resists givthe claim that the trustee decision was ing the floor to the substantial issues.
truly motivated by these lofty pursuits
Of course, what is said here is too
of gender equality.
•
little too late, but, if anything, it lends
Rather, it would seem as if the perspective to the character of studenttrustees simply posited the Greek de- administration discourse on campus isbate as an issue of gender equality to sues. The issue at hand, We are often
treatotherconcerns; theperceived group told, is nothing less than Gender (somementality, theperceived anti-intellectual times Racial) Equality itself (as if anyatmosphere, the perceived alcohol thing less than a moral paragon is an
abuse—all, some or none of which might issue too problematic for our undergraduate minds).
be the case.
As my fellow commentators will
How the trustees, however, derived these various perceptions from the remind you, the position the administragender exclusivity of the fraternal and tion holds as in loco parentis is invested in
sororal systems still remains unclear. It the prior assumption that they, Dave
were as if the Issue Gender Equality was in Winer etah, have access-by adult grace, I
the foreground—in the rep ort of the trust- suppose, to some body of knowledge
ees' decision, in the Talk with Tom, in that you and I do not. With that investiThe Tripod—but the discourse on the de ture comes the power to construct our
facto issues never left the trustees' table. society and our education but, the quesThat is to say, the central tion here is, who defines the issues?
DAVETUCH

Dialogue Writer
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Traveling Back In Time...

A Nostalgic Look Back At The Early Eighties, Or The
More Things Change, The More They Stay The Same
BY BRIAN SATTER
World & Nation Writer

'

Walking around campus last
week, I kept noticing aE theseflierspromoting a party with the theme of returning back to the early eighties.
I thought to myself, can it be that
the era of Argyle Socks, Duran Duran,
and "Diff'rent Strokes" is now considered nostalgic? I thought that nostalgia
was stuff that happened when my parents were growing up. I decided to do
some research, and with the help of the
New York Times, I took a look at what was
actually happening in the world tenyears
ago, on October 20,1982. Maybe these
times aren't as nostalgic as we think.
Now, if you'll allow the.screen to
get blurry, let's time travel to ten years
ago today: The lead story was the arrest
of automobile wizard, John DeLorean.
He was charged with possession of over
59 pounds of cocaine. DeLorean intended to sell over 200 pounds of the
drug for $24 million (a steal at today's
prices) in an attempt to revive his business in wake of the recent decision to
close the Northern Ireland division of
DeLorean Motor Company, which he
was president.
Just released figures for the first
six months of the year show that crime is
down 5% in the nation from a year ago.
Houston, however, reported the highest
increase, up 17% from last year, while
New York City was on par, down 5%.
A jury was finally selected after
six weeks in the case against Teamster's
president Roy Williams. Williams is accused of bribing a Nevada senator.
The army announced that it was
ending a four year experiment in which
men and women underwent basic training together.
The reason, they claimed, was "a
change in procedure."
Lebanon President Gemazel
pleaded with President Reagan to ex-

pand thenumberof U.S. troops currently suspected of sneaking across the Florida
serving as peacekeepers in the Middle border since June. They were trying to
escape from their own economically ra vEastern country.
Lebanon is occupied by Syrian, ished and famined country. Fifty-seven
Palestinian, and Israeli forces. Israel had been caught so far.
Mario Cuomo held a slight 48%
claimed it was there to provide help in
"liberating" LebanonfromtheP.L.O. and to 41% lead over Lewis (Tylenol killer?)
Lehrman in the New York race for GovSyria.
Economic crisis gripped Roma- ernor. Joblessness was the key issue in
nia due to the leadership of the bull- the election, and most of the public held
headed Nicolae Ceausescu. The govern- Reagan accountable for that. Cuomo
ment was in shambles after a scandal in would go on to win.
A man in East Harlem was arwhich leading officials attempted to have
Romania withdrawn from the Warsaw rested for masterminding a six million
,
dollar check
Pact, as well
,
cashing
as other insubordinate I hardly think it is quite time to sit scheme. He
actions. The and reminisce about those glory took out $3500
a day from
country is
preparing for days gone-by....We are still in a C h e m i c a l
its worst win- recession, the Republicans are lead-Bank, a company that fired
ter in 40 years
seven
b e c a u s e ing the country, and the Whalers him
years ago.
Ceausescu
are still in last.
The St.
has exported
:
Louis Cardiall of the
crops, and dedicated most of the coun- nals beat the Milwaukee Brewers 13 -1 in
tries money to making Romania an in- Game Six of the World Series, evening
dustrial power.
the Fall Classic at three games apiece.
James Carthan, the first black John Stupor threw a complete game, and
mayor in over 100 years in Tchula, Mis- DonSuttongottheloss. Keith Hernandez
sissippi, is accused of murdering the man had 4 RBI's. The Cardinals would win
(another black) who took over his post as Game Seven bny a score of 6 - 3.
mayor after Carthan was convicted of
In the Associated Press college
assaulting a police officer. He faces the football poll, The Washington Huskies
gas chamber.
wererankednumberl,witha6-0record.
A positive ID is made on the man Pittsburgh was number 2, with Georgia
suspected of lacing Tylenol capsules with following at 3.
cyanide, after the death of a seventh vicThe price of box seats at Shea Statim is reported. The man, sometimes dium was raised to $8.00.
known as "Lewis" had threatened furThe Islanders were in first, the
ther damage unless one million dollars Rangers were in third, and the
was put in his Chicago bank account. Whalers...last.
The first death was reported on SeptemThe price of a brand new 1983
ber 29.
BMWi was $12, 960. A used 1982
A one way ticket from LaGuardia Mercedes 380 SL was going for $39,000.
to Los Angeles cost $109 on Continental A 1982 Honda Accord (which is easily
Airlines.
the better of the three) was being sold at
Over 400 Bangladeshi aliens were $8139.

Ftesidenfs
Ginton's
Negative Ads Detrimental
Cause Demise Welfare Plan
continued from page 16

part of Bush.
Barring any major, incredibly
nasty revelation about Clinton, Bush
will be soundly defeated. What Bush
should realize is that it is the economy,
not negative ads, which determine the
dynamics of an election. He failed to
address the economy thoroughly and
resorted instead to destroying his opponent. Albeit, when it comes to negative campaigning Qinton is no saint
either, but at least his negative ads
focus on the issues instead of making
personal attacks on Bush. When all is
said and done, and Bush rides off into
the history books, he will be widely
perceived as a man who cared more
about keeping his job than helping the
countey out He believed thathe could
be solely aforeignpblicy president and
that the economy would sort itself out
Finally, He will have lost any opportunity to be appear graceful in hie deparlure from the1 White House, due to this
disgusting campaign,

continued from page 16

than they did 20 years ago. The fact is
that we reward self-destructive behavior
and all these liberal welfare policies that
promote drug abuse, crime, and illiteracy. That's right, and it is all thanks to
local liberal politicians like Slick Willie.
The United States of America
should ignore the myths of poverty. Yes,
there will be, unfortunately, homeless
and poverty stricken people. However,
Clinton is not going to change a thing. In
fact he will put more people in poverty
than there are now because of his tremendous military cuts. He wants to
create jobs and promote job training, but
thatwilkostAmerican taxpayers dearly.
He will tax gas, beer, and many other
things that he has already taxed in Arkansas. Itwon'tjustbetherich,itwillbe
you and me! If you really want to do the
right thing ignore Willie's statements and
vague economic policies. Look towards
better economic ideas like the Republican ones to create tax benefits through
job training.

World & Nation Wants Inf onned
Writers like You. Call x3294

At the supermarket, the price of
low fat milk was .99 cents for half a
gallon. Roast beef was on sale for $3.99 a
pound. Cauliflower was the New York
Times "Buy of the Week," at .69 - .89 cents
for a 5 pound head.
The leading movies at the box office were "An Officer and A Gentleman,"
"First Blood," "E.T.," and "Pink Floyd:
The Wall."
The weather in New York City
was a balmy 71, low of 55, with a chance
for rain. In Hartford, it was 70 and sunny,
and in Albuquerque, it was a chilly 69,
going down to 44.
"Alice" was the top show on TV in this week's episode, Mel thinks there
is money hidden in the walls of the diner.
"Quincey" followed -Quincey thinks an
infant's death was caused by its father.
The Dow Jones was down 5.42 to
i013.80 inheavy trading. Gold was down
$12 to $422 an ounce.
Western Europe announced they
would set quotas on steel shipment to the
U.S. in response to charges that they
were receiving subsidies to keep their
prices low.
American's spending was up 1%
from September, with incomes up 3 /
10%. We were still in a recession, however, with a $400 million drop in total
salaries for the month. Unemployment
was up to 10.1%.
IBM stock closed at 821/8, down
7/8. McDonnell Douglas closed at 40 3/
8, up 3/8. McDonalds closed at 58 1/4,
up 1/8.
Screen blurs, comes back to focus.
Wake up! It's October 20, 1992. Some
things have changed in the last 10 years,
but I hardly think that it is quite time to
sit and reminisce about those glory days
gone-by.
Not a whole lot has changed. We
are still in a recession, the Republicans
are still leading the country, and the
Whalers are still in last. Maybe the early
80's isn't that far away after all.

The Cesare Barbieri Endowment
for Italian Culture

presents

1492-1992: Perspectives on a
Quincentenary
sponsored in conjunction with the

Columbus Project

The Columbian Debate
A Faculty Panel
2:30 - 4:00 p.m. Washington Room

***«***«**

1492 .and the Expulsion of the
Jews from Spain
Author Michael Weisser and
Professor Richard Kagan
Johns Hopkins University
Moderator: Ron Kiener
4:30 - 6:00 p.m. Washington Room

Thursday, October 22, 1992
Washington Room
Mather Campus Center
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China Needs To Be Fressuied To
Change Its Human Rights Policy
BY FREDERICK FALKSON
World & Nation Writer

complete access to the American market
and a 13 billion dollar trade surplus.
China had recently denounced the
The opening of the 14th Chinese United States for selling fighter planes to
Communist Party Congress this week Taiwan. While Taiwan is a stable, demodemonstrated the continuing deteriora- cratic state many of the countries China
tion of Sino-American relations and the has peddled its hardware to are not. China
fact that even more tension is to be ex- apparently shipped chemicals for use in
pected.
hydrogen bombs and nerve gas to Iraq
Ever since the violent suppression before the Gulf war, China also sold its
of the pro-democracy movement in 1989, silkworm missiles to Iraq, which were
Washington has paid greater attention to later pointed at American servicemen.
Beijing's policies on human rights, trade, China's other customers have included
and military sales.The call for a harsher Cuba, Pakistan, and Algeria. In many
China policy by Congress is met by cases critical nuclear technology was
Beijing telling America to stay out of ceded to these nations.
Chinese affairs. This culminated in the
Whether or not China makes the
Communist Party congress stressing the transition to a democratic state is debatcontinued importance of the Marxist able. While it remains committed to
political sys••""•
••• • • — • • . market retern as well as ,-,•• •
i
j
j
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China's brutally repressed.

record on human rights is particularly bad, especially
when one considers the case of Tibet.
Tibetans, a separate people with a separate culture, is presently being
"Sinicized." Tibetans are forcibly restricted from practicing their religion and
anti-government protests are brutally repressed. There is also evidence that political prisoners are subject to torture in
huge Chinese gulags.
While most agree that Tibet is a
part of China, the right to practice their
own religion and retain their culture
should be recognized.
China's human rights abuses are
directly linked to trade, where China
was recently found to be using forced
prison labor to produce goods for export.
These goods were found on the American market after Beijing had denied such
activities several times. Congress has also
found evidence of a host of unfair trade
practices by China including import restric tions, dumping, and patent infringement. Meanwhile, China enjoys almost

i

Commu-

nist Party
. Congress

:
.
stressed "strengthening the people's
democratic dictatorship." It looks as if
China's economy will be marketized
while its government remains authoritarian, a "free-market totalitarianism".
Therefore, itissomewhatnaivefor Washington to sit back and not discourage
such abuses, fearing China may stop its
transition to a market economy.
We have come to expect decent
behavior, especially in the realm of human rights, from countries around the
world.
Whether it is the gassing of the
Kurds or the ethnic cleansing in Bosnia
the U.S. has put pressure on these abuses.
China, despite its admirable economic
reforms, docs not deserve to be excused
from this pressure.
Washington needs to formulate a
policy which forces China to respect basic human rights, as well as curtail trade
abuses and weapons sales. If it does not,
strong action, such as withholding American market access, is appropriate.

Wouldyoulike to appearon the

Montell Williams
Show?
.-Calling all parents who are still
party animals and the kids who
-Do your parentsrefuseto
acknowledge youas a sexual
being? Would you like to tell them
that youte nota virgin anymoie?
CALL TERRY (212) 921-2827

Racial Division, Xenophobia
Are Two Pernicious Partners
by Paul J. Sullivan
An article that I read in Thursday's New York Times prompted me to
remember an unfortunately racist event tha t occurred las t spring in the town next
to mine. Moreover, it made me seriously ponder not only what would cause such
an eggregious act of hate to occur, but also what should be done so that the only
thing that separates people is their personality and not their ethnic origin.
The article dealt with low income housing that was ordered built on several
streets in Yonkers, N. Y. Their construction had been preceded by six years of
vicious protests where racial epithets and threats were constantly hurled around.
When they were finally completed by court mandate many of the new residents
were worried about their safety, yet despite any communicationbetween the new
owners and their white neighbors, no violence occurred.
Fortunately the new African-American residence were intractable and
determined to raise their children in a better, safer environment away from the
drugs that were rife in the old communities. Luckily some of the long time
residences have realized that their new neighbors, who work hard to beautify
their new townhouses, are no different than anyone else they know. Moreover
in one neighborhood (Trenchard Street) black and white children are happily
playing together since many of them know each other from school. Yet this leads
me to the incident that happened in my area, an incident far more deleterious in
nature.
This incident involved a teacher at Springfield, Massachusetts' Central
High School who resided in the suburban and highly affluent community of
Longmeadow. Carol Brookmeyer, the teacher, had written a letter opposing a
state funded, federally supported program known as School Choice which was
designed to send underprivileged, minority students from Springfield to
Longmeadow's far superior high school. The simple reason behind such a
program is that it would give bright children a better environment to foster their
already exceptional intellect.
However, Ms. Brookmeyer did not see it this way, and in her scathing letter
she took the liberty of expressing her views. Amongst other invectives, she called
the minority students lazy, insolent, undisciplined, and lacking the desire to
learn. And if this was not bad enough she continued her hate filled litany by
criticizing the parents for not owning their own homes. Brookmeyer sent this
letter to the school board which in turn leaked it to the press which, of course,
resulted in a media bonanza and her eventual resignation.
No matter how ignorant and utterly repugnant this may seem to mosl
rational people/ the main question is, how does one ever acquire such a viscera
hatred of high school students? Since Brookmeyer was a teacher she had
obviously obtained at least a college degree, and by choosing to be a teacher one
would further assume that at one point she must have been fond of children.
Granted there are obviously many children who just do not care to learn or are
such a discipline problem that they totally frustrate teachers, but isn't it quite
unfair to group all the members of a particular racial group into to one aggregate
clump and blindly brand them all? Furthermore, the comment that especially
griped me was home ownership since it is a rare person today that does not have
the bank holding a mortgage over his or her head.
As hard as I search my mind I can not find a rational explanation for such
ignorant hate. What could it be? The fear of miscegenation and the forced
deflowering of the neighborhood's pure, untouched daughters? Or maybe it
could be the notion that a non-home owner might some how get invited to dinner!
Of course there is always the perennial favorite, what would the neighbors say if
they saw you talking to one of those insolent, lazy school children? Yes, these
reasons are inane but SO was Carol Brookmeyer for ever drafting that letter. And
by the way one of those undisciplined and unmotivated heathens, a friend from
a different program, is now attending Brown University. You know thatsmall Ivy
League school in Rhode Island for the offspring of people who do not own their
own homes.
.

College Democrats Lead
Voter Registration Drive
BY VICTORIA LUDWIN
World & Nation Writer
••' .
College Democrats of America, in conjunction with ConnPIRG, have done a
tremendous job registering Trinity students to vote. They have doubled the number
of registered students by going through the dormitories bringing the Special Assistant Registrar to their door to register them which has made it far easier to vote.
According to Steven Bruel of College Democrats, only about one third of all
students vote because so few are registered. Registration is not worth the bother for
so many people, but without the bother they can't vote. The registration and voting
laws in the United Stated are technical and complicated; one must register every time
one's name or address is changed, makingit easy to lose one's registration. In Ireland,
people are registered for life; all they need is a card to prove that they've registered.
The U.S. almost passed the Motor Voter Bill, which would place the registration
information at the bottom of their driver's license; Bush vetoed the bill.
College Democrats' service made the whole process much easier, and with
so many students registered, hopefully more people will get out and vote on
November third. For those people registered to vote in Hartford, the voting station
is at the fire station next to ABC Pizza, at the corner of Summit and New Britain. The
voting station will be open all day, and College Democrats will be providing rides to
and from the station after dark for students who want to vote.
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Vice-Presidential Debate:
Clinton-Gore Showdown
BY LUKE MADIGAN
World & Nation Writer

The stage was set for a showdown,
and that's exactly what happened. The
Vice Presidential debate turned out to be
more like a sparring match between Vice
President Dan Quayle and Senator Al
Gor, Jr. with Admiral James B. Stockdale
standing in the middle as a bystander.
As Quayle and Gore went after each
other Stockdale stood by and watched
helplessly, The two battled back and
forth for ninety minutes with Admiral
Stockdale occasionally getting a word in
edgewise. Whenitwas all said and done
Quayle came out looking better than expected, Gore came out as the candidate
with more substance and Admiral
Stockdale came out as the candidate that
looked unprepared.
Quayle came out on the offensive,
questioning Clinton's character and asserting that the Clinton/Gore economic
plan would make the economy worse.
Quayle did, however, admit that the
economy is in a recession, but again and
again said
,
that Clinton's

on. Quayle's repeated attacks on Clinton/
Gore campaign show the desperation of
that the White House is facing in the last
weeks of the campaign.
Senator Gore did take time out to
launchsomepersonalattacks against the
Bush/Quayle campaign. In his opening
statement he referred to Vice President
Quayle's dismal performance in the 1988
Vice Presidential debate. Gore then went
on to mentionhow me Bush Administration subsidizes the exportation of U.S.
jobs to foreign countries. He talked of
how the United States Agency for International Development has given money
to companies in El Salvador, Guatemala
and Honduras.
These companies then use this
money to send out letters to entice other
companies to move to Latin America
while taking jobs away from the U.S. Is
this how the Bush Administration plans
to promote job growth? Gore also made
light that the arms reduction agreement
between Bush and Boris N. Yeltsin has
collapsed. Quayle denied that the Rus-'
sians were trying to change the agreement. They,
however,

tax program Quayle repeatedly resorted to childish J want t0
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sorted to childish tactics in order to derail Gore's repeated attacks on the trickle that the President gets us?
Admiral Stockdale, though he was
down economic theory of the Bush administration. Quayle often evaded an- not the most impressive of speakers, did
swering questions by turning them make some good points. At one point in
around or in some way relating them to the debate the Vice Present and the
foreign affairs, President Bush's strong Senator were in a heated exchange he
point. Quayle often accused Gore of said "and I think America is seeing how
evading questions when he himself found we got into this gridlock."
Admiral Stockdale brought a new
it hard to answer questions about an
administration that has watched the U.S. perspective to the debate. He is not a
debt increase to four trillion dollars. Washington insider like his counterparts
Quayle also attacked Gore's proposals and fits into Perot's anti-politician mesfor cleaning up the environment. Quayle sage. Though he'didn't make such a
stated that in Gore's book, Gore said that good impression in hisf irst interview, he
the U.S. should put up 100 billion dollars should be able to hone his skills in the
as sort of a global Marshall Plan to clean next couple of weeks.
up the environment. This is just not true, •
The Vice Presidential debate
Gore stated that the U.S. should shoul- showed some insight to what the next
der a large burden, but does not mention four years willbe like. Can the U.S. really
how much of the burden we should take afford four more years of Bush/Quayle?
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Clinton's Welfare Han Is A Farce
BY P.J. LOUIS
World & Nation Writer
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During our recent recession, President Bush has come under attack because of
millions of lost jobs. However, the statistics are false. For many years there have been
30 million American people in poverty. These statistics are very inaccurate and
should not be blamed on Bush but on the very liberal welfare spenders!
When theCensus Bureau measures poverty it ignores assets and the U.S. antipoverty programs. It also ignores foodstarnps, housing, and medical assistance.
Moreover, the government spent some $184 billion in welfare aid, yet only 32.5
billion went as income to families. The Census Bureau disregards everything else
, including food and housing.
There is a lot of political clamor about the rich getting richer while the poor get
poorer. This is a myth that Governor Clinton has attacked. The fact is that in the
lowest income brackets, two-fifths of households have a better income than they did
twenty years ago. In fact since 1982 the number of people living in poverty has gone
down. While it was 12% for whites, 35.6% for blacks, and 29.9% for Hispanics, it
dropped drastically in 1990 to 10.7% for whites, 31.9% for blacks, and 21.9% for
Hispanics;
'
Now while Slick Willie still attacks poverty that has occurred under Bush,
there are actually less people in poverty now. Also, Slick Willie has ignored the fact
that the number of unemployed and people in poverty rank higher in Arkansas than
they do in the nation!
:
These policies have had a negative effect since people work less when they get
more financial assistance. Experiments show that one dollar in free benefits may
reduce family earnings by up to 80%. When there is less welfare spending there are
less people in poverty or who are unemployed. With all of these damn liberal welfare
policies less people will work and more people are unemployed because they receive
these great benefits from our government. 'The average poor American person has
twice as much as living space as the average Japanese citizen." (Robert Rector) The
Census Bureau reports that one million "poor people" own homes valued at more
than $80,1)00. Furthermore, most "poor" Americans live better and are treated better
please turn to page 14
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Bush's Failed Gamble
BYDANANIXT
World & Nation Writer

This writer has never been a big
fan of dirty campaigning. In 1988, this
country was treated to a revolting display of negative ads as Bush sought to
divide the country with the racist Willie
Horton propaganda. He also altered
facts to paint Mike Dukakis as the antiChrist himself with such ads that sugges ted, falsely, tha t Dukakis furloughed
over 30 convicted murderers as governor of Massachusetts. Dukakis, for the
most part, remained mainly above the
fray and lost the election in a landslide
to Bush.
However, it would be erroneous
to conclude that negative ads were solely
responsible for Bush's election. Bush
managed to convince the American
people that he was the heir to the vision
of Ronald Reagan. People assumed that
the prosperity of the 80's (as false as it
was) would continue indefinitely
through the Bush years. Also, the lackluster campaign of Dukakis hardly convinced people of his ability to be President. He appeared far too liberal, far too
intellectual, and far too cold, He also let
the negative labels of Bush and the Republicans' stick to him because he offered little or no evidence to refute them.
Now it's 1992 and times have
changed. Bush looks as though he's
headed for disaster in November to
Clinton although he has done everything to prevent it. Last week, when
Bush raised questions about Clinton's
trip to Moscow over the 60's he sunk to
a new low. Listening to right winged
Congressmen Dorman, Bush leveled
charges which, as Al Gore put it, were
reminiscent of Macarthyism. Through
innuendo, Bush suggested that there
was more to Clinton's trip than simple
tourism. Ignoring the fact that there was
no evidence to support this, Bush went

ahead and irresponsibly smeared the
Governor's reputation. By doing so,
Bush obscured all the other "character"
arguments against Clinton such as the
draft, his supposed infidelity, and his
demonstrating against the war in Vietnam,
All Bush seems interested in is
trashing Clinton. On the rare occasion
thatheactually talks aboutthe economy,
he offers vague, gimmick solutions to
economic problems that are the worst
since the Great Depression. In the Houston convention, Bush had a golden opportunity to define himself and his vision for the next four years of his presidency. He could have proposed a workable economic plan and thus prove to
the American people that the next four
years would be better than the last four
years. Instead, he turned the convention over to right-winged zealots such
as Pat Buchanan and Pat Robertson. He
let them, under the guise of family values, attack bothhomosexuals and working women as somehow anti-American. There was none of the positive
images that the 1988 Republican convention evoked such as "A thousand
point of light" and other pieces of feel
good rhetoric that the American people
bought.
In the months after Hous ton, Bush
continued to bash Clinton as an
untrustworthy draft-dodger who is of
low character. Instead of talking about
the economy, Bush has simply numbed
the voters to his repeated attacks. After
his elaborate attempts to redefine
Clinton, the polls show Bush either staying the same or declining in popularity.
This week Bush promised that he would
fire his cabinet if re-elected. This move
was an act of desperation on Bush's
part tha t failed as miserably as his negative attacks. In fact, this move may well
be seen as an admission of failure on the
please turn to page 14

Unfortunate Accident Awakens
Student To Societal Decay

BYEVANLEF.ZAU,
WOULD & NATION WRITER
.

WorM and nation? Hmm. World.' And nation. Well.
You know, I think I've picked up one newspaper since I came to school this
year. Whenl was visiting hatml readthecomks and made sure thatthe Sox were
still in if They weren't (call me crazy; but t still think they can pull it ofi).
Schooler maybe}u9tTrirdty,has away of isolatingrxie, Oh,Iknow how hard
you tty with your Murphy Brown gatherings and discussion groups, so don't take
offense; it's not you, it's me, 1 just find my world to be a whole lot easier to live in
than that serious place outside the gate.
But last night 1 went out to my little blue Chevy, affectionately dubbed
"Reggie", to find that my driver's window was missing. Well, not missing, but
scattered about the road and front seat in quite a few more pieces than I had left it,
Andmy.prked-possession-remote-control-digital-aacUo-tecihno-advanced-blahblah-blah radio had been conveniently removed from the lower dashboard.
Hmmpk Well, you ask, what's the point?' :
The point, my friends, is that in a split second my world spun around and

Folks, there is a little man with big ears trying to win the
country; and somebody's encouraging him. It's time to
get our heads out of the sand.
dropped itsself in a mushy puddle soaking up the glass at my feet, row world, the
red world, had been thrust upon me in the form of a missing Sony.
So there i$ something out there, Maybe it I had read your flyers or listened
toyourbroadcastsJwouldhaveknowrinottoparkmycaroHtthereonAllejiiPlace,
hanging precariously in limbo between my little shell and the Great Outdoors.
Maybe I would'have known to cover my radio. Maybe...
For some reason or another, my drummer once pulled me aside and said/
' Don't timt anybody." Bui even as another friend is robbed latenight on campus,
,t can't believe that that's the answer. Lei's faceit, as I bury my noseinray Gustave
Flaubert, things are going on out there. Things are starting to crawl into Madame
Bovmy and leap out from the page to bite my cheek,
Awareness. There are things to be noticed. There are crimes yet to come,
there are wars to be stopped, there are elections to xvatck Polks, there's a little ma«
with big ears frying to win the country, and somebody's encouraging him.
If ts Ume to get.our heads out of the sand.
J f ^ ^ W ^ i d
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If Our Future Leadeis Were Trinity Graduates
BYJAYBARBA
Features Writer

I was sitting in my Poli-Sci class
the other day doing anything but paying
attention, when I wondered: "What
would it have been like if all six major
presidential and vice-presidential candidates went to Trinity?" Well I immediately realized that, besides from being an
easy way to make obvious and unfunny
jokes, it would also be a really stupid
premise for a Features article.
Of course, I took my idea a step
further when I realized that the first
premise alone didn't supply enough obvious, unfunny jokes. I also wondered
whatpositions the candidates would take
on our current Fraternity problem. (Dare
I call it a crisis?) So here is the product of
two dumb premises and a wasted PoliSci class.
ROSS PEROT:
Ross Perot was an influential member of the Trinity Campus, and he had his
moments of popularity. His habit of
repeatedly dropping in and out of school
elicited the oft heard question, "Is Ross
here this semester?" He was an Economics Major and staged an unsuccessful
write in campaign for SGA President,
There's also an interesting story about
Ross's tenure at Trin. In 1949, three
students got lost in Hartford, and Ross
organized a small group of students to
go out into the city and find them, without the school's help or permission.
I talked to Ross on the phone, and
this is what he said about our Fraternities
and the Board of Trustees decision. (This
will be much more amusing if you read it
in a high pitched, uppity voice.)
"You see; Ididn't get here by being •
in a Frat. It's the common people who
put me where I am today. Now I tried to
get in a Frat, but they wouldn't let me.
They just patted me on the head like that
little guy from Benny Hill and scooted
me on my way. So I don't like 'em; not
one bit.
"But what you got to understand is
that this whole mess is created by these
Frat and anti-Fratpeople. Now the Board
of Trustees, they're fine people and all,
but let's face it, five years is a long time.
I f you elect me, the day after the election,
hell, the moment I'm declared the winner, I'll fix it. Now there are plans out
there. Everybody knows it. I'll just get
everybody together and work this thing
out. If you want that, then vote for me. If
not, then I'm not your man."
GEORGE BUSH:
George Bush is one of our most
distinguished alumnus. A St. Anthony's
Hall member (and member of that secret
society thing nobody's supposed to know
about), he served a term as SGA president. During his tenure, he had a continuing feud with another alumnus, Tripod editor George Will, who constantly
wrote editorials criticizing Bush. Bush
ran for re-election but was beaten by
Sophomore Bill Clinton, mainly due to

the fact that during Bush's term, Trinity's bragging... A is for . . . . drinking beer
US News and World Report College Rat- ...and the rest. What the problem...uh...
ing went down.
problem is..."
This is what Bush had to say about
That was when I hung up. You
the Frats. (Please, no more Dana Carvey have to excuse Stockdale, word is he
impressions.)
took Organic Chemistry seven and a half
"Fraternities are important. I know times.
that; Ibelonged to one. Fraternities build
character. Now some people will call
AL GORE:
this mud slinging, I don't know, but as
for Bill Clinton, he avoided Rush, and
Al was a quiet kid. He served as
then lied about it to the American people. SGA vice president and was president of
"And what about the character is- ConnPirg. He was most noted for being
sue? Now some people call it Tipper's boyfriend, who was loathed for
McCarthyism, I don't know, it's just that staging an almost successful campaign
I think it was wrong for Bill Clinton to to get rid of the Music Dorm.
take a trip to Williams during the height
I called Al about our Fraternity
of the football season. Maybe it's jus t me, problem, and I think I woke him up. It's
maybe I'm the only one who thinks so, so hard to tell.
it's just that Ipersonally think it is wrong.
"I understand the problems of Fra"And as for this five year plan, I'll ternities. My son almost died in a hazing
tell you, I don't like it at all. Now if you accident, and as I held my puking son's
re-elect me, we'll have a whole new Board hand, lying on that beer soaked floor, I
of Trustees to work with, and we'll see realized something had to be done. I
what we can do. Also, and I just worked completely support Bill Clinton's Fraterthis out today, I'm planning on making nity plan.
James Baker my new Fraternity Czar. It
"Now there is a second problem
all comes down to who you can trust with the Fraternities. I would look out on
when a Fraternity crisis comes up. Hope- Vernon Street on Sunday Morning and
fully, that will be me."
see all the empty beer cups. Such rampant littering can only lead to an enviBILL CLINTON:

ronmental crisis of global proportions."
DAN QUAYLE:
Quayle was one of our... Quayle
was praised for...well, Quayle went to
Trinity. He was on the five year program, a member of AD, and President of
the Golf team. He was fired as the Copy
Editor of The Tripod and has since accused the media of bias and paying too
much attention to his spelling mistakes.
Quayle seemed all to eager to talk
to me about Fraternities.
"My membership in a fraternity
was one of the most rewarding experiences of my life. The problem is that
there is an erosion of Fraternity Values.
What we must do is build up the fraternities, not break them apart.
"Yes, you hear of date rape, of
sexual assault, of fondling, but this is
because of the decline of Fraternity Values. And it doesn't help matters when a
single drunk female mocks the meaning
of Fraternity Values by leaving a Frat
party by herself."
Next Week: If the Generals of the
Civil War were cartoon characters, and
their strategy to catch the Road Runner.

Bill Clinton is another very distinguished Trinity alumnus. A sociology
major, he was a member of Clio for a year
before switching to Sigma Nu, Besides
being in the Young Democrats, he also
served a term as SGA President, where
his greatest accomplishment was getting
Dunkin' Donuts in the Cave. He spent
his senior year abroad.
Bill Clinton's voice was a little
hoarse, so he could only talk briefly to
' m e ,
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"As you know, I'm from a small
school. I know the problems of Fraternity brothers, I've talked to them up close.
I have an effective plan to phase out
fraternities, which will take the Frat
houses and convert them into other social organizations that strengthen
Trinity's infrastructure, so that no Frat
brothers will be laid off. Now, If I could
clear this one thing up quickly: Yes, I
was in Clio my Freshman year; but no, I
did not inhale during that entire year."
STOCKMAN?
STOCKDALE?

STOCKING?

I can't remember his name too well,
but he also went to Trinity. A friend of
Ross Perot's, he was also President of the
Trinity Debate Team. Other than that, he
was pretty quiet.
After getting his hearing a id in and
turned up, he said this about the fraternity situation.
"What the problem... is with these
...uh...Fraternities.... Theproblemis...we
have Anti-Frat..and...Anti-Frat people
arguing...dogmatically...but the problem
...is thatthey came up...with...uh... stinky
...uh...solutions. Now I was in charge...
of my own civilization... So I know how
...uh...these...things...work. We had...
something called BACK Frat.... B is for

Before Dracula brought him to fame, Bram Stoker wrote a book about Count
Gunzburg, who needed milk to survive. It failed to gain any critical acclaim.
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Squirrel Problems
BYSUEMORGENSEN
Features Writer
In recent weeks, Trinity students
have noticed an alarming change on campus. In the past year, there seems to have
been an explosion in the squirrel population. Students are startled by the large
number of squirrels.
Lately the squirrels have become
not only fearless, but downright confrontational. Students have complained
of being struck from above by seeds and
twigs hurled from the trees by squirrels,
especially in the area of the Smith House
and the English building. The brazen
behavior of many of these rreetop guerrillas has led some students to voice the
opinion that the squirrels are going to
revolt.
There are several different theo4estoexplainsuchbehavior. Onetheory
is that the squirrels are not happy with
recent renovations made around the campus. Others feel the squirrels are frustrated by the resolution which was recently adopted by the Board of Trustees
requiring all Greek organizations to become coeducational. Many think they
are afraid that soon Marriott will exhaust
the world's supply of turkey and mashed
potatoes and will begin serving squirrel.
Regardless of political motivation,
the squirrel situation bears watching.
Some Funston residents have claimed
that the squirrels outside are foraging for
buried ammunitionrather than food. The
Tripod is not prepared to endorse these
reports. However, if the imminent rebellion does occur, the Tripod will continue
to do its part to keep students both safe
and informed.

ACROSS
1. Suspend
5. Pleased
9. — diem
12. Waiter (Ger.)"
13. Indian
princess
14. Shoshpnean
15. Persian fairy
16. Chemical
suffix
17. Gene
component
18. Type of collar
19. Append
20. Vault
21. — Moines
23. Actor
Waliach
25. Squabble
28. Material
32. A Muse
33. Comedian
Allen
34. "She — to
53. — d'etat
Conquer"
54. Wander
36. Rose to the
55. Not any
surface,
56. Hawaiian god
as tears
DOWN
37. Tennis gear
38. Land measure 1. Word with chest
2. Aid
39. Inlet
3. Famed fiddler
42. Tattletale?
4. Disk for
44. Grate
sharpening .
48. — et vale
5. Popular
49. Undulate
50. Aware of
musical
51. View
6. Disembark
;
52. Road, to
7. Positive
Caesar
terminals

8. Dilute (abbr.)
9. Chaste
10. Explosive one
11. Harvester's
verb
20. City on Ark.
river
22. Run off
24. Type of beam
25. "For — a
jolly..."
26. Actor Carney
27. — Paulo,
in Brazil
29. Slippery one
30. Actress Arden

31. Composer
Rorem
35. Layers
36. Uncongealed
39. Lawyer's
concern
40. Finished
41. Shift
43. State
45. Celebes ox
46. Stupefy
47. U.S. visitor
in 1979
49. Come in first

Look For The Crossword Answers On Page 19

1. Colonel Sanders
2. 'Peon' Deion
3. Pharoah Sanders
4. 'Not Bo'
5. 'Fancyshmancyhigh falutin'-two
sport playin'-walkin'
around like you just
landed and got off the
mothership connection-indecisive-person' Sanders
6. Flanders
7. PBSanders
8. Fletch
9. Barry
Contributing writers: The JB Horns
Ned Flanders, and Barry Sanders

ALONG THE LONG W A L K
Thto Week's Fascinating Question Is*.
What Baseball Team Ate You Rodtiiig For In Ilie World Series, and Why?

BrianBunUm'94dwaritTorcmto
towkt,becauseCanadadeserves
a World Series Title.

Emily Fraser '94: I don't even
know who's playing.

: The Blues Jays;
that*a the only team I ^now,

Jason Gteeafteid ' 9 * ! don't me
who wins; but I hope the series
goes to seven, so Deioncan malce
w>t& money,

PafcrM fensrtnan >9$t I'm rooting
for tQttroto purely, because Qxey
destroyed the Red Sox In gmrtd
fasMou and didn't shatter jay *e*

John Harding '93; TJie Bed Sox,
beeaw&e Hylion has money on it

95; Idcm't even
because Ittunkifsracisttouaean
''
ethjndcgrouj)asamascot,
\

&tow wherut is.
"
Photos By Beth Fi
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A Dangerous Trip:As Survived

Higgins

BY MIKE HIGGINS
Features Writer

So now you're wondering, "How include the local roads or townships.
Behind the counter stood what
the hell did this idiot get there in the first
Surprisingly, the directions given appeared to be a live Sasquatch with big
place,especiallyontheeasywaytoD.C?" tousdidnotleadustothelocalin progress hair, neon purple nails, wearing a 1950s
This past Open-Reading Week- Well, granted, it was stupid, but the more Satanic ceremony where we would be style Wawa outfit. (The amorous interPeriod, I did something I'm sure most important questions are. How did you sacrificed to please Old Scratch; but est of all those fine young suitors who
Trinity folks haven't ever done. I went get out alive, and what happened to you rather, after about twenty miles, we ar- staggered around outside.) We aphome. Not only did I go home, I studied while you were there? I'll tell you.
rived at US 47, which was on th"e map. proached the counter.
and I relaxed and got some good home'
At around eleven-thirty, we began This was good because nothing else was.
"Pardon us," I said, "we're trying
cooking. Thaf s what I did. Now obvi- to suspect we were lost when, after fiveUnfortunately, at this point, we to get to Ninety-Five would you be kind
ously, some of you don't think that's too and-a-half hours of driving, we hadn't noticed we had less than a quarter tank of enough to confirm our directions...they
out of the ordinary and some of you are come to the Delaware Memorial Bridge. gas and many miles to go before hitting may have been given to us by a relative of
saying, "Wait a minute here, I did that In fact, we had never hit Delaware at all. Jersey highway 657, that would, after a yours?" Silence. Giggles. More Giggles,
too. What's this guy talking about?"
The fresh sea breeze also tipped us off. long while, take us to Wilmington.
"Whut?" So, we repeated. "We're
Well, I went to D.C., my proud
We immediately stopped for diIndeed, we had a choice to make. trying to get to Philly?" At this point,
homeland, where the honorable ex- rections at the first local, actually rural, We could bag 657 and, over a shorter from out of a dark corner, lumbered a
mayor, ex-felon, Marion Barry is a city desolate 7-Eleven to which we came. distance, head due north to civilization quivering, jiggling, tattooed mass of
council member. Now, I'm sure some of Behind the counter, we found a man, a at Philly, or stick to Andre the Giant's sickly pale flesh directly behind us. Close
you are still saying, "Hey, I've got that bearded man, a bearded hairy man who directions and head across the barren behind us; very close. It was joined by
covered, I live in D.C. What's so special
another smelly, hairy being.
about that, and why for God's sake did
They exchanged grunts, "MmmBehind
the
counter
stood
what
appeared
to
be
a
live
he bring up the mayor?" Well, I'll anmmmnice." (They weren't talking about
swer your first question, and I'll prove to Sasquatchwith big hair, neonpurple nails, wearing a 1950s our car.) "Nasyunboys," "Ohyeah,"
you that I did something that no other style Wawa outfit. (The amourous interest of all those fine "Ahlikagettimdroppadempanz....
Trinity student has ever done over Open
Owaboutay oua? "
young suitors who staggered around outside.) We approached
Period, (save my trusty companion).
At this point, we panicked. We
On my way home, I visited, or got the counter.
sprinted out of the store, passed by the
lovedrunk grits, hopped into the car,
lost in...The New Jersey Pine Barrens.
"So what, you say?" Well, just hold on. app eared to be around seven feet tall and wasteland to Delaware. We chose the started it up, peeled out of the lot on to
(And by the way, for the literary set, almost the same distance wide. (Little former, and are probably alive because the road in the hopes of maintaining
(how shall I say it?), our purity.
reading John McPhee's book does not did we now, this man would be our of this decision.
give you the real story.)
savior.) Very cautiously my companion
After around an hour of driving, in
Our main concern, aside from
You see folks, the Pine Barrens is . inquired, "Hey, Bud. Where the hell are death, now became fuel. At 1:00 AM, which we passed a Maximum Security
that part of Jersey that is the most god- we?" Surprised, this monstrosity turned running out of gas while passing pro- Federal Penitentiary situated in the
forsaken place in the entire world. Some around and said in some barely deci- gressively worse looking broken down middle of a swamp, our two lane road
of you still have doubts. "Jersey? Big pherable, backwoods gritspeak, backwoods shacks, we came to a fine 'ma merged into a four lane highway. Traffic
hair? White trash? Strip malls? Indus- "YousjesbouttenmisefromCapeMay... and pa' establishment. (I guess, in this - increased, and we saw the distant glow
trial wasteland? I've been there, That's Whereyousboyssposebe?"
case, itWas also technically abrother and of a major metropolitan center.
not that bad, that's America." No, no, no.
Indeed, we were saved. We saw
"D.C," we responded. At this sister outfit, but I won't confuse readers
You are tragically unacquainted with the point, the friendly giant cackled a cackle with a lengthy discussion of family rela- signs for Philly and even better signs for
Pine Barrens.
that made our hearts stop and our blood tions in the Pine Barrens). ItwasaWawa, 1-95. We also found an Exxon station
The Pine Barrens is that part of turn to ice. "Youshowarain'ttherbudlget- but in name only. It was undoubtedly where we filled our almost empty tank.
the most foul, dirty, run-down, miser- Needless to say, we made it home from
Jersey in between Cape May and y outherbackonineyfa v."
"We sure appreciate that," we cried able, squalid Wawa/gas station in exist- there.
Camden, south to the coast where the
Now then, the moral of this story is
mosthorrible, grotesque, disgusting, and in relief. After buying about thirty dol- ence. I'm sure that very shortly, its nanot know your directions, check your
brutal crimes in the world are committed lars worth of maps we'll never use again, tional charter will be revoked.
The dirt parking lot was full of route, and start out all major trips with a
by the most ignorant,^ backwoods, he gave us a sheet of very clear, very
unwashed, in-bred hicks that ever dis- lucid directions to get to 1-95 at rusted-out, black, 1970s pick-up trucks, full tank. The moral of this story is carry
graced the face of this earth. (Editor's Wilmington. In the mean time, we kindly and greasy, long-haired, Bud-baseball- a gun...a firearm of semi-automatic nanote: these views represented here do refused a local's generous offer to lead us hat-wearing, loud, drunken, male grits, ture preferably with a very high caliber.
It is only in this manner that you
not reflect The Tripod or any of the edi- to the Maryland border after he asked if with clearly visible guns and knives.
tors. However, we here believe in poetic we were willing to drive 90 m.ph. the Needless to say, we stopped at the wrong will ever feel entirely secure when travwhole way.
place for gas, which, of course, happened, elling anywhere in the U.S.. Guns are a
license, so let'er rip!)
universal source of pleasure; they come
Happily back on our way, we to be unavailable anyway...
The people who live in the Pine
"Truckdueinnextweeksumtime." in handy everywhere, from D.C. to L.A.
Barrens don't have social security num- pulled out of the gravel parking lot on to
bers. They don't pay taxes and they don't Jersey State Highway route 666. Yes We got out of car and walked in the store. Baretta makes a mean gun, but let's not
vote. They don't want to know us and that's a bad omen, but even worse, we On the way, we were greeted with com- forget our old friends Smith & Wesson.
We would have loved to have had
plete silence. We stared at them. They
we don't want to know them. Deliver- forgot to get gas.
ance? Yes, I'd say that's about right, say
Off we went, down a deserted back- stared at us. (Us meaning two well one or two or three or four firearms, and
about about ten times over. I hope you country two lane road, withno idea where dressed, white bread, clean cut,. Teva- I'm sure, had you been in our situation,
you would have loved one too.
,
get the picture.
we were, with local maps that did not wearing Trinity boys.)

Don't Leave SID In Your Badc
Pockef; You Mig^it Sit On It
BY KATHARINE PARKER
Features Writer

So it finally happened to me! They
warn you about it, and they send you
information onprotection,butljustdidn't
listen! I figured that I'm a student now,
and if I feel like keeping SID (Student
Identification) in my back pocket, then I
will. '
>
Anyway, I sat on mine, and now it
has a big, fat, juicy crease in it! I thought
about attempting 'plastic surgery' with
my roommate's iron, but from trie deep
caverns of my long term memory came
flashing signals about 'melting' and 'not
a good idea.'
I can still remember those feelings
of shock, when my card buckled under
my new, increased weight—due to what
I believe is called 'The Freshman Fifteen.'
I jumped up instinctively, feeling hot,
cold, and unpleasantly sweaty all over.
A pricking feeling needled my gut. I felt
sick. Trembling, I pulled SID out of my
back pocket, There he lay—maimed for
life, and it was all because of me.
How could I do this to the one who
feeds me, gets me around campus, and
enables me to pick up my Care Package,

if anyone sends me one, which they
might. Mightn't they? Just a small one?
What about you? You see we don't have
them in England, so I've never had one
before.... Please? Pretty please? But I
digress. (Box #007).
Bemoaningmyfate,Icarefullylaid
SID in a handkerchief, and tucked him
into my wallet. And then it hit me. Bam!
TWENTY-FIVE BUCKS FOR A
NEW STUDENT I.D! Oh Boy! I sure
hoped they took Visa!
So the whole thing was busy snowballing into an Olympic size Gold Medal
Winner of a blunder, and it took a lot to
put poor SID out of my mind and relieve
my anxiety by ordering pizza!
Anyway, procrastination being the
foremost characteristic of a student, I still
hadn't taken any steps to remedy the
problem, when I had my next appointment with Mather. To cut a long story
short, much to my relief, SID—though
injured-was fully functional. However,
I reassessed my foolish pride, and upon
acting on a friend's advice, SID now resides in my front jeans' pocket, in the
hope that in bending the other way this
time, SID might be able to be like other
SIDsoneday!
......

Top10 Movies
1. Glengarry Glen Ross starring
AlPacino
2. Last of the Mohicans Daniel
Day-Lewis
3. Mr. Baseball Tom Selleck
4. Mr. Saturday Night Billy Crystal
5. Husbands and Wives Mia Farrow
6. School Ties Brendan Fraser
7. Sarafina Whoopi Goldberg
8. Sneakers Robert Redford
9. Captain Ron Kurt Russell
10. Innocent Blood Anne PariN
laud

Answers to
King Crossword

CLEANEST LAUNDROMAT IN TOWN

Suds and Duds
FRIENDLY & CLEAN / FULLY ATTENDED / COIN-OP LAUNDRY

WASH, DRY & FOLD SERVICE
OPEN 7 DAYS AWEEK / 8AM - 9PM

FREE!
2oz.BoxofTIDE
With Any Wash
One Per Customer

Good Only With This Coupon
Offer expires 11/30/92

1825 Broad Street
Trinity Plaza
Hartford Ct 06114

247-8600
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Weekend Success For Marat-Sade
RVAMYFMFOLITI
Arts Writer
On Friday, October 16 through
Sunday, October 18 at 8 pm, the Department of Theater and Dance presented
The Persecution and Assassination of JeanPaul Marat as Performed by the Inmates of
the Asylum ofCherenton Under the Direction of the Marquis de Sade (as Performed by
the Students of Trinity College in 1968 Under the Direction of William Bartman). The

play de Sade are torn, purple pants of a
nice fabric with dirty white shirts; or a
long, ripped dress. De Sade wears white
face make-up. Charlotte Corday's costume is also a tattered dress. The costume of Jacques Roux is overalls. There
are also 1960's costumes, worn by the
Stage Managers when they portrayed
actors from 1968, who at times paused
during the play to speak to the audience.
The set and costume design is by Leslie
Weinberg.
The music is also veiy enjoyable.
The musical directionis by Naomi Amos.
It perfectly complements the plot of the
play. During peak points of action, the
actors sing very loudly, sometimes

play is directed by Joshua Karter. It will
also be playing Wednesday, October 21
through Saturday, October 24 at 8 pm. It
is playing in Garmany Hall in the Austin
By Dana Meachen and Chris Rau
Arts Center. The tickets are $8 and $6.
Seating is limited.
DANA:
The Last of the Mohicans has been out for a while, and doing incredibly at
Marat-Sade was written by
thebox office. Chris and I actually saw it two weeks ago, on its opening weekend,
Peter Weiss in 1963. It is an
but 1 don't think you have to worry about this film leaving the theaters quickly.
interesting and complex play in
It was amazing, one of those epic type films with a huge cast, great battle scenes,
which 1992 actors portray 1968
a touching love story - it had everything, and everything was orchestrated with
actors portraying inmates porintense suspense, Oscar-winning acting, and a great story. I loved this movie!
traying revolutionaries. This
The film, based on the novel by James Fenimore Cooper, is set in 1757
multi-layered style of acting is
during the war between the English and French over possession of the American
called Brechtian. The climax of
continent. Daniel-Day Lewis plays Nathaniel, an Englishman adopted by an
the play is the 1793 assassination
Indian man, Chingachgook, who raises him with his son, Uncas. Together, the
of Marat, who was the radical
three of them loyally aid the English with their knowledge of the land. The s tory
leader of the French Revolution.
follows the battle between the English and French, and the relationships between
The Marquis de Sade, who was
the native allies and the English Colonel Munro, his daughters, Cora and Alice,
an inmate at the Asylum of
and an Englishman, Duncan, at Fort McHenry. After a peace contract is struck
Cherenton, never wrote any part
between the English and French, Magwa, an Indian who leads the allies of the
of this play. However, he did
French, refuses to give up, and continues the fight on the English and our hero,
write other plays for the other
Nathaniel. The intense chase and battle between them is the center of the story.
inmates, since acting was in those
All of the potential that this story offers is fulfilled. The director, Michael
days considered to be a form of
Mann, illustrates the sheer hugeness of the story with awe-inspiring, overwhelmtherapy.
ing scenery and sets. The grandeur of an untamed, new world is created, and the
Since Marat-Sade wasperrecreation of the battle and fortress scenes is equally amazing. The battle scenes
formed by Trinity students in
weren't unnecessarily gory either. There was plenty of blood and guts, but
1968, there is a slide show of
nothing that wasn't integral to the story.
people and events from the
The film exudes energy and intenseness. The battle scenes, the mystery
1960's, such as Martin Luther
Marat-Sade combines
SUZANNE FALLENOE*
of the forest, and the romances between Nathaniel and Cora, as well as the quiet
King and the Vietnam War.
excellent acting with exciting music.
unnamed one between Uncas and Alice, all leave you on the edge of your seat. A
The acting is excellent. Some of the screaming. The instrumentalists do the
few times in the film,! evenhad. to takeadeep breath to relievesomeof the tension.
parts are played by three people, such as same, particularly the drummer, who
When I'm that overwhelmed by a movie, thaf s how 1 know it was great. I got that
the roles of Marat, de Sade, the Stage effectively creates earsplitting sounds to
same feeling when I saw Glory and Dances With Wolves.
Manager, Herald, and Charlotte Corday, go along with the action.
When the movie ended, it ended too soon, and I usually don't feel that
who is Marat's assassin. The roles of
The choreography, which is by
way when a movie is already two hours long. It's story could have kept me
Marat and Sade are played by both men Pedro Alejandro, is also well done. As
entertained for two hours more. And that is why I give this incredibly powerful,
and women. The role of Jacques Roux is does the music, it complements the story
award-winning film Four Twizzlers. That's four out of fourl I couldn't find any
played by one man and one woman. The nicely.
flaws in this film/and it even goes on the list of my favorite films of all time.
Stage Manager and Herald are each
Due to the excellent slide show,
Speaking of unnecessary blood and gujs, I refrained from attending
played by three women.
actors, costumes, sets, music, and choreUnder Siege, which I think Chris needed to see with "the guys." I already know
Oneparticularlyinterestingaspect ography, as well as the intriguing plot,
what I would have thought of the movie, and I didn't want to get in the way of
of the play are the costumes. Many of Marat-Sade is a highly enjoyable play
Chris' need for violence and destruction.
them are tattered to represent the cos- without a boring moment. I wholehearttumes the inmates would have worn if edly recommend it.
CHRIS:
they had actually performed this play.
Students with proper identificaEverything you just finished reading is true. I agree with Dana, Last of the
The actors who portray Marat wear a tion may receive one ticket without
Mohicans is one of the best movies to be released in quite awhile. Once again I give bandage around their bodies and sit in a charge, and Trinity faculty, administralots of credit to the score. It was brilliant, in the game league as the one written for
bathtub. The costumes of the actors who tion, and employees may receive two.
Glory. The music paces the movie, bringing the audience along for the ride. Dana's
description of the action and scenery was right on, the movie had almost no flaws.
If anything, Daniel Day-Lewis was almost too perfect, but that did not hurt the
movie at all, I also gave this movie four Twizzlers.
But I will how move onto another film which also ranks as one of the best
in quite awhile. Steven Seagal's new movie Under Siege was just released, and it
is by far the best he has ever produced. I have heard many people put down Mr.
Seagal and his films as a waste of money and time. I say to these people you have
obviously never experienced one of these cinematic masterpieces.
Withthis film Seagal takes his first step into the realrn of high budget
movies. After trie success of such films as Hard to Kill arid Out for Justice, movie
producers realized they may have found the next big action film star. Under Siege
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
will vault Seagal up into the ranks of Stallone and Schwartzenegger. And with 14.5
million at the box-office in just the first week of release, Under Siege is fast
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
becoming one of the biggest hits of the fall.
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
There is only one way to describe Under Siege and that is as "the feel good
Prompt Service
movie of the fall." You can't help being entertained by such fast paced action and
witty humor. The bes t thing about Seagal beside his brilliance in martial arts, is his
30 Years in the Area
ability to laugh at himself. He does not fall into the trap of trying to be a brilliant
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
actor. Seagal just acts like himself, and the audience loves it. When we saw this
movie, throughout the film the audience screamed and applauded. It has been a
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
long time sincel was in a theater so charged iArith excitement. I don't think a single
100% Guaranteed
person left the theater disappointed.
I admit that there is a lot of violence, although Seagal himself only kills
about 50 people. But I say to those people who don't like violence, don't go see the
67 1/2- Madison St.
movie, Maybe some of Hollywood's slasher films, such as Nightmare on Elm Street
(Off Broad Street)
or Friday the 13th have gone beyond the boundaries of good taste, but Seagal only
247-3493
entertains. You just have to sit back and enjoy the talents of the special effects
people and their creative ways of killing people.
All the characters fit their'roles perfectly. Seagal is a smart mouthed
military chef who is really and ex-S.E.A.L, Tommy Lee Jones is the psycho villain,
and Erika Eleniak is the flaky female turned hero. AH the parts are exaggerated,
and that only makes the movie more entertaining. I give this film three and a half
Twizzlers, and recommend that everyone who has just finished a hard Weekend
of studying take a break and enjoy an hour and a half of pure excitement.

THE BEST THE FALL HAS TO OFFER:
LAST OF THE MOHICANS & UNDER SIEGE
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Family Values And Arts:Discussion Focuses on Media
BY KATHLEEN WILSON
Arts Writer

What is a family? What is our
culture? And who defines the "code of
ethics" within our society?
These questions and other thought
provoking queries were the topics for
discussion during a " Family Values "
forum held last week in Goodwin Theater.
Sponsored by Trinity's Women's
Studies program, the event included a
panel of fifteen individuals representing
various racial, cultural and ethnic backgrounds within the Trinity community.
Panel members included sociologist
Subitha Moodley-Moore, IDP student
Michelle Carter, Hartford pastor Reverend Hayes and theater enthusiast
Katherine Power.
Hartford Courant columnist and
WTIC radio host Colin McEnroe was the

special guest moderator who opened the
" town meeting" with humorous political innuendoes to emphasize the "warping of our value system" through television and politics.
Questioning America's family archetypes. McEnroe poked fun at t.v.
shows such as "Lassie" which was
viewed depicting "a bunch of useless
people in the care of a dog," and. "Star
Trek: The Next Generation" as a fictional
dream world in which Hollywood silkscreens the reality of a present day sense
of futility.
Much of the panel's discussion
evolved around the governments and
other institutions' power to manipulate
and perpetuate the myth of the "Nuclear
Family" comprised of a mother, father,
2.2 children, and a pet.
According to the panel, this myth
is a "slighting of the real picture " which
clouds the elites' fear of change and a

confusion about how to effectively deal
with "societal deviance" such as single
parenting, gay and lesbian parents, inter-racial marriage, and other forms of
"unethical" family portraits.
Fred Pfeil, a Trinity professor of
English, commented, "I am living proof
that the nuclear family is not foolproof".
Pfeil also stressed his concern for the
"moral panic" promulgated and exploited by political elites "to whip up
more fervor and fear" thus creating unnecessary phobias within the American
social arena.
Anthropologist Fred Ellington
posed the questions: "Whyis the nuclear
family recognized as an essential part of
the West? Is the nuclear family really the
human and proper way to live?"
Lynn Talit, film curator at Trinity,
adamently asserted the need to
"straighten out our semantics" and promote the dismantling of the "subtlebias"

which exists within audio-visual communication to which the younger generations are slaves.
Talit also pointed out the need to
educate our children about the "code
words" inadvertising thatdiscreditthose
who are not in the mainstream of society.
"Look at the systems you buy into,"
said Talit, "and recognize the mechanisms of control".
It was noted that only 7% of the
population conforms to the "nuclear family" ideal.
Is it a change in values? Or, as
Cinestudio's James Hanley thinks, should
the term "family values" be "swept
away" as a statement of bigotry and segregation abused by those with money to
demean others and discredit the empowerrnent of all people to their parenting
rights and capability to create a nurturing environment for a unique family entity?

Colorful, biomorphic painting on display until November 15

Alumnus Carroll Dunham Shows Work in Widener
BY AMANDA KAUFF
Arts Writer
Fresh in from Germany, Carroll
Dunham returned to Hartford early this
week to open his exhibit, now hanging in
the Widener Gallery. The last time Trinity saw Dunhamjs work was in the 1973
Student Art Show. Dunham graduated
in that same year from Trinity when the
exhibition space was still a dingy green
room. The show, simply titled "Carroll
Dunham - Selected Painitings and Prints,"
is curated b y Dr. Michael FitzGerald of
the Fine Arts Department and will be
open until November 15. It consists of
seven paintings and two prints, all of
which are fairly recent works from 1988
and later, Carroll Dunham has been
shown in New York City at Sonnabend
Gallery among others, and in 1985 and
1991, Dunham took part in the "Biennial" at the Whitney Museum. His work
has also traveled extensively throughout
Europe and Asia.
A visitor to the exhibit will be immediately d r a w n in by the colors.
Dunham's work is dominated by wild,
broad strokes of colors made famous by
Fauve artists like Matisse and Derain in
the early part of this century. The artist

considers color to be the most important
aspect of painting. Painting is after all,
about making picures and is in a sense a
form of non-verbal communication. As
far as the subject matter goes for
Dunham's painting, it is not as easily
understood.
When asked about the sexuality of
his work, an issue to which Dunham's
work constantly falls victim, he skirts
the issue by stressing the importance of
personality. Dunham admits that if he is
having a good day, his work will reflect
it and the same is true of a bad day. He
also attributes much of his creative thinking to the presence of his two young
daughters and his wife, Laurie Simmons,
also a contemporary artist whose work
can n ow be seen in the permanent collection of The Museum of Modern Art in
New York City.
The biomorphic forms seen in the
work are products of vast numbers of
sketches and drawings. He works on
them alone until he is completely satisfied, and then Dunham involves them in
an intricate composition of space. The
idea of a single, ironically posed picture
is evident throughout the exhibit.
Dunham, when asked about the subject
of these particular works, explains an

Roger Copeland To Lecture
NEA
BY PAMELA CRANE
Arts Writer

Anyone remotely interested in the
arts is probably aware of the controversy
surrounding the National • Endowment
for the Arts (NEA) in recent years. Issues
of obscenity in art arose full-scale from
the Robert Mapplethorpe exhibit of 1990.
The "NEA 4," a group of four performance artists, were denied funding by
the Endowment in 1991, allegedly due to
the obscene, or sexually explicit nature of
their work.
,•
,
Senator Jessie Helms has incited
the country to fight against any remotely
objectionable art. The NEA itself has
come'under fire for allegedly funding
obscene art.
Questions have been raised concerning the definition of obscenity.
Where does one draw the line between
artand pornography? Canonebedrawn?
And, more importantly, does the government have a place in deciding what
the American public can and cannot
watch? In what artists can and cannot
create?
, .
Roger Copeland, Prof essor of Theater and Dance at Oberlin College, will

be discussing this issue in a lecture entitles "Corn for Porn: Reflections on
Helms, Mapplethorpe, and the NEA
Controversy."
Copeland offers a unique perspective on this controversy; he has served as
a consultant to the NEA since 1988, and
is a nationally recognized critic of postmodern theater and dance.
His lecture will be accompanied
by slides and videotapes of some elements of the controversy, such as work
by Mapplethorpe and Karen Finley (performance artist and one of the "NEA 4").
He will address a wide range of issues:
the obscenity laws and their relationship
withFirst Amendment guarantees offree
expression; the history of public subsidy
of the arts in the U.S.; the question of
whether or not taxpayers' money should
help finance art that defies mainstream
culture; the current debate over political
. correctness.
•
Copeland's lecture withvideoand
slide presentation will be presented on
Thursday, October22 at4:00 pm in Boyer
Auditorium of the Life Science Center. It
is co-sponsored by the Department of
Theater and Dance and the Center ArtistsSeries.

idea about drawing waves and of the monly heard response to the show has
liquid spraying upward. He thenlaughs been "I don't understand."
and sheepishly admits he spent a lot of
Venture past that intitial reaction
time at the beach that summer. '
and allow the work to penetrate all conCarroll Dunham is an abstract art- ventions. Dunham has achieved wonist. It is this twentieth century ideal of derful success in abstraction and we are
visual abstraction that turned him on to fortunate to share in that with him.
art in the first place.
His
creative
thought process is
apparent in what
his work conveys.
Art is not a show
for Dunham, it is
instead
a
developement of
images that are
personally stimulating. The Widener Gallery has
taken on a brilliant
color scheme that
beckons the audience in to interpret
KEUY corns
Carroll Dunham captivates visitors with
the nine pieces.
exciting manipulation of fonn and color.
The most com-
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A Passage To India.,

Kashmk Spicy, Subtle Selection Makes Restaurant A Success
BY ALEXANDRA CAMPBELL
Metro/Hartford Restaurant Critic

In terms of restaurants, Hartford
seems to offer food to suit anyone's taste,
even the exotic. Although I only traveled
about five miles by car, my taste buds
were transported a thousand miles to
India.
Kashmir Restaurant brings the
many flavors of India to Hartford. The
decor of the restaurant greatly contributes to the Indian ambiance. The ceiling
is covered with a large canopy thatmakes
you feel like you are dining under a large
tent. This, combined with the native
crafts and textiles ornamenting the restaurant creates an Indian paradise. To
make you feel even more like you are in
this country, traditional Indian music
plays softly in the background. This is
the perfect setting to enjoy some exotic
Indian cooking.
Kashmir offers quite a good sampling of traditional Indian cuisine and it
seems like Indian meals consist of many
different types of food. One of the features of the menu is the special dinner.
This includes a choice of soup, assorted
appetizers, a choice of entree, the proper
vegetables and ecoutrements, dessert,
and tea or coffee. Having an offering of
this sort allows even the most
unexperienced eater of Indian food to
sample a typical Indian meal in its splendor.
My dinner companion and I elected
to try the special dinner plus a few supplements. To begin, Ihad the coconut soup.
Although the idea of a soup made from
coconut seemed a bit strange, it turned
out to be wonderful. This soup was a
milk base with shredded coconut and
herbs. I mustadmit it was abitsweet and
my idea of a soup is one that has a salty

flavor. However, once I got over my
preconceptions about soup, I found I
thoroughly enjoyed it.
My dinner companion had the
Mulligatawny soup, which is a traditional soup from Southern India. This is
made from a meat stock base pureed
with fresh vegetables and coconut, and
laced with curry and fresh herbs. It was
a more hearty soup than the coconut
soup, and is more like the soup to which
I am accustomed. It, too, was excellent
and the subtle flavor of the curry did riot
overpower the other flavors.
The assorted appetizers consisted
of a vegetable samosa, piazi, bagoni, a
type of wafer, tamarind chutney, and
kasundi. A vegetable samosa is a blend
of vegetables, some of which were potato, onion and peas, seasoned with herbs
andstuffedintoacrispypastry. Theyare
very much like an Indian version of a
vegetable turnover.
Piazi is a fritter made from thinly
sliced onions spiced with coriander and
other herbs. Although made from onions, piazi does not have a harsh onion
flavor. It is quite delicious.
Bagoni is another type of vegetable
fritter, this one made from eggplant seasoned with the same spices as the piazi.
The wafer-like bread was made from
lentils. It was very thin and crispy, and
had its own subtly salty flavor.
One of the condiments that came
with the appetizers was tamarind chutney. This was a thin dark chutney which
had a distinctly tangy flavor and was a
perfect compliment to all of the appetizers. The other condiment was kasundi
which seems to be a kind of spicy onion
relish that could also be eaten with any or
all of the appetizers.
After eating the s o u p e d the assortment, of; appetizers; I spuld have

Area Bookstores Have Much

stopped there. However, as I was to find
out later, I was nowhere near the end of
the meal.
For my entree I selected tandoori
chicken. A tondoor is a type of oven and
tandoori refers to a certain way of cooking. In this particular dish, the chicken
was marinated in yogurt and spices, it
was dyed red, and cooked in the tondoor,
being served to the table on a sizzling hot
platter.
My dinner companion selected
lamb masala, a Northern Indian dish of
consisting of lamb, curry, tomatoes, and
onions. Unlike some curries which are a
fluorescent yellow color, this curry had a
rich brown flavorful sauce.
With the entrees came an assortment of side dishes, among thembasmati
pilaf, dal, and steamed cabbage. Basmati
pilaf has a delicate flavor and is made
from long grainbasmati rice cooked with
saffron and other aromatic spices. The
steamed cabbage had a subtly sweet flavor and a crunchy texture. Dal is the
name for a creamed lentil dish which
tasted a bit bland, but went very well
with the rest of the meal.
To supplement our meal, we also
ordered raita and aloo paratha. Raita is
another vegetable side dish in which the
vegetables are served in a creamy yogurt
sauce seasoned with herbs and spices.
This had a very unusual tangy almost
sour flavor. Since raita is served cold, it
was a nice contrast to the other hot dishes.
Aloo paratha is a type of flat stuffed
Indian bread. Potatoes plus a variety of
herbs are stuffed into a a whole wheat
dough and cooked. The result is delicious.
With our meals both my dinner
companion and I had a cool and light
beverage made from yogurt called a lassi.
A traditional, lassi. is macle from lightly
sweetened home made yogurt It is really a taste sensation. A mango lassi is
the above mentioned yogurt drink into
which mangoes are blended. The lassi
was my favorite part of the meal.
The portions were absolutely enor-

mous. My dinner companion and I
agreed that we could have easily split
one of the special dinners and would
have been completely satisfied. After we
had eaten as much as we were able, there
was enough food left over for another
two people to have a complete dinner.
As it was, we barely made it through the
dessert course.
.
For dessert I selected rasmalai
which is a sweet cheese dumpling covered with a cream sauce and laced with
pistachios. The cheese dumpling had a
strange grainy texture but theflavorwas
delightful. My dinner companion selected kulfi, an Indian version of ice
cream. Suspiciously, it had a very similar flavor to that of the rasmalai although
the texture was less grainy. I preferred to
kulfi to the rasmalai only because of the
texture.
To end this enormous feast, my
dinner companion each had a soothing
cup of Darjeeling tea.
Although this restaurant serves
exotic food the manner of dining is not at
all exotic. You do not have to sit on the
floor, nor do you have to eat with your
fingers. They do have tables and chairs
and silverware. One of the nice details of
this restaurant is that hot plates are
brought to the table onto which the main
course is served.
The waiters in this restaurant were
more than polite and very eager to please
the customers. They definitely made my
dining experience even more pleasant.
Kashmir is, very reasonable both
for the quality and quantity of food. The
price of the special dinner ranges from
$12.95 to $13.95, depending on your
choice of entree. You certainly do not
have to pay a lot for good Indian cuisine.
I highly recommend Kashmir. When
visiting this restaurant, I suggest you
bring a sense of adventure as well as a
large appetite. Shub-Bhojan (Bon
Appetit).
Kashmir is located at 481
Wethersfielad Avenue in Hartford and
serves both lunch and dinner.

BY KYLE M. ASHINHURST
Metro/Hartford Writer

When last we met, I was providing my wise and sardonic insight into local
eateries. Now, delving further into the dark underbelly of Hartford life, we confront
the equally enteitailurig bookstore scene. Ifc^eginthis survey with an unlikely
assumption; namely, that Trinity students actually read in their spare time. Nonetheless, like Sisyphus with his boulder, I plod forward, thusly . . .
WEST HARTFORD BOOK STORE (Park Road in West Hartford): By far the
best place in Hartford to buy inexpensive used books. Beg the owner to let you go
downstairs; thousands of titles await you. The upstairs is crowded and the selection
is limited, but the basement is a treasure trove,
THE JUMPING FROG (Seymour Street in Hartford) : Another used-book
mart, but this one is a promise unfulfilled—great location, wonderful selection (lots
of old magazines and prints in addition to books); but the prices are ridiculous and
the service is rude. Don't bother.
B. WALTON BOOKSELLERS (WeStfarms Mall) V A large selection of books,
magazines, calendars, audiotapes, and other literary acoutremerits. Decent prices,
though current hardcovers will set you back $25-$30,

A HUGE SELECTION OF NEW & USED CDS
THE LATEST IMPORT/ INDEPENDENTI RE-ISSUED
RELEASES-TECHNO-HARDCORE-GRIND
REGGAE-BLUES-FOLK & THAT EVER
ELUSIVE GOOD OLD ROCKNROLL.
AS WELL AS I000S OF TITLES IN OUR NEW
SCIENCE FICTION BOOK SELECTION'

EGK IT OUT!

WALDENBOOKS (Numerous locations): Ditto.
ENCORE BOOKS (Bishops Cornerin West Hartford): Ditto, but the prices are
better.
.' .. • .
.
THE READER'S FEAST (Farmington Avenue in Hartford): Definitely not a
place for Republicans/The Reader's Feast specializes in feminist and progressive
literature, and also offers a good selection of calendars and cards. The nice cafe next
door offers a pleasant place to read or talk.
HUNTINGTON'S BOOK STORE (Downtown Hartford): Despite the high
.prices, Huntington's is the best book store in Hartford. Wonderful selection, good
"atmosphere", helpful service, and all lhat.
GALLOWS HILL BOOKSTORE (You know where it is): A jewel. The prices
are a little high and the selection could be larger, but Gallows Hill is a great place to
browse quietly. It is, after all, the only legitimate book store within walking distance,
and the relationship with Peter B's makes a nice symbiosis. Great decor, loo.
. This list is by no means complete, but it does offer a highly representative
sampling.

RDBREAKER

2453 BERLIN TNPK. NEW1NGTON CT06111
( 203 ) 666-0696
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Crew Team In Sync
Men And Women Enjoying Success
BY JONATHAN HEUSER
Editor-in-Chief •

Trinity boats rowed at the Head of
the Charles Regatta Sunday morning,
the College's first appearance on the
Charles in three years.
The race marked Trinity's return
to Boston rowing but was also indicative
of this year's resurgent crew program.
After three races this fall, Trinity
boats have turned in results dramatically
better than those of recent years' crews,
and Head Coach Steve Fluhr is encouraged.
.
' '
"What we've been doing so far I'm
very happy with, but it's only an indication of how fast we can go. We can go a
hell of a lot faster," he said.
Trinity took its first competitive
strokes of the season at the Head of the
Textile Regatta at Lowell, Massachusetts
on October 4. The Men's Varsity Heavyweight eight, Men's Varsity Lightweight
'A' and 'B' eights, and Women's Varsity
'A' and 'B' eights were all competing.
The first race of the fall is something of a measuring stick to see how fast
each crew canbe, and thus Trinity's crews
did not know what to expect from other
schools. Mr. Fluhr. called the Fall season
a "time to have a vlook-see' at other
schools" in order to access how strong
their rowing programs will be later in the
season.
If the crews going into the Textile
Regatta were unsure of their position
relative to other crews, they were familiar with their position after the regatta:
Trinity has staked its claim as the crew to
beat.
The men's heavyweight eight finished second in its race of twelve crews,
covering the three and a half mile course
in 17:15, losing only to Massachusetts
Institute of Technology by a six second
margin. Universityof Massachusetts finished one second behind, while traditional rival Coast Guard Acadamy
finshed in 17:21.
The first men's lighweight eight
finished the race in 17:23, losing only to

M.I.T., this time by seven seconds. Perennial lighweight powerhouse Coast
Guard finished in 17:55, in front of Tufts
University, University of Massachusetts,
University of Rhode Island, and two others.
The first women's eight finished
the course in 19:59, seventeen seconds
behind Tufts University's boat, defeating the remainder of the field's seventeen boats.
The second women's eight, which
includes several freshmen rowers,
crossed the finish line in 20:34, just a
second behind the Coast Guard Academy, and in front of seven other boats.
The second men's lightweight eight
suffered from equipment failure before
the start of the lightweight race, and was
forced to race in the heavyweight event,
finishing in a time of 18:54, more than a
minute ahead of M.I.T.'s fourth heavyweight boat.
"This year we have lots of new
rowers,but also, lots of inexperience. We
have youth [more than half of the varsity
men's squad is comprised of sophomores], but even a lot of the upper
classmen have taken time off and are just
returning to rowing. We are inexperienced, and the more races we get under
our belts the better," said Mr. Fluhr.
Taking his own advice, Mr. Fluhr
and Varsity Women's Coach Stephanie
Moore brought their crews to the Head
of the Connecticut Regatta in
Middletown, Connecticut, for another
look at their regular competition, and for
a shot at Ivy League crews, which Trinity
does not see in the Spring season.
The first women's eight, competing in the Women's Senior Eights division, covered the three and a half mile
course in 20:04.13, good enough for an
eleventh place finish in a field of forty
crews, and less than seven seconds behind Dartmouth's 'A' entry.
The first men's lightweight eight
finished in 17:47, twelfth in a field of
thirty crews. Of the eleven crews which
finished ahead they will face only one,
Holy Cross, in the Spring season races.

Men's Lightweight Eight Crew, front to back: Coxswain Rachel
Totman '93, Alex Ladd '95, Doug Connelly '95, John N. Graziadei
'93, Jawanza Gross '94, Graham Johnson '94, Luke McCarthy '94,
Piper Skelly '93, and Jonathan Heuser'93.
Holy Cross finished less than six seconds working harder to earn their seats in the
boat. Last year year we had a certain
ahead of Trinity's boat.
The second lightweight boat was numberof seals, and just enoughrowers.
penalized with a thirty-second naviga- Now we have twice as many varsity
tional penalty which stripped them of rowers as before, and this number will be
increased in the Spring as some return
their victory over five crews.
The men's heavyweight boat, com- from abroad or from fall sports/' said
peting in the "Intermediate" division, Mr. Fluhr.
placed second in a field of forty crews,
"We have a new attitude. Our
losing only to Harvard University's "A" youth and new faces help. We have a
entry. Trinity rowed the course in new Women's coach. People are having
18:21.77.
fun again, and as a result, both the men
"This fall signals a return to the top and the women are going faster/' said
,
of North Eastern rowing where we be- Mr. Fluhr.
long," explained Mr. Fluhr. "We had
Stephanie Moore, the new
been there for years and years, and have Women's Coach, arrived this year from
had a dry spell, but we are a strong Universtiy of Massachusetts, where she
program with a lot of youth, and it's only was the Head Coach.
going to get better."
Ms. Moore explains that this y ear's
Mr. Fluhr came to Trinity in 1990 success is the result oi her coaching sty\e,
af ler a stint as Head Coach at the Florida which builds on the foundation left by
Institue of Technology, a strong com- her predecessor, Norman Graf.
"Our main focus is learning how
petitor at the Dad Vail Championship
to race. We are becoming competative
Regatta each May.
"We have greater numbers and by racing each'stroke: concentrating on
more depth this year, which promotes the stroke you are on only, not the one
competition on the squad. People are
Please turn to page 26

Second Place Finish 3n Rhode Island Tourney Highlights Volleyball

Spikers Continue Up And Down Play
BY BOB HOWARD /,
Sports Writer
The Trinity Women's Volleyball
team suffered through three weeks of up
and down play. It has been a season of
adjustment for the young Bants.
The six letterwinners from last year
(one senior and five juniors) are stilllearning to play with five freshmen, and the
team as a whole has struggled to learn
the new offense installed by head coach
Stanley Ogrodruk and first year assistant
Michael Hinds.
Bouyed by their third place finish
in the Albertus Magnus Tournament (as
reported in the lastTripod before reading
week), the Bants played host to Smith on
September 29.
, :'
In the first three games, the Bants
looked to be the stronger of the two teams
as they jumped out to a 2-1 lead. However, the Bants tired in the fourth and
fifth games, and Smith was able to snatch
a victory from the jaws of defeat.
The exhausted Bants couldn't put
the game away when they had the chance,
and wound up with a heartbreaking loss
instead of an emotionally needed victory.
Captain Mary Birkell '93 led the
emotionaUyfiredupandmentaUyinthe
game, but the pressure from Smith was
too much.
The following Saturday, on October 3, the Bantams traveled to Rhode

Island College to participate in an eight
team tourney. The teams were divided
into two four team pools with the top
two teams from each pool moving on to
the semifinals.
The day began well for the Bantams. The team wanted to be sure that
they played a strong first match, because
the previous weekend at Albertus they
had taken themselves out of the tournament almost as soon as it began with an
opening loss to Vassar.
At Rhode Island, the Bants crushed
the Western Institue of Technology in
two games (15-5,15-4) to open the tourney. In their next match, the Bants used
the strong serve of Leslie Remington '94,
andthesolidbackcourtplayof JulieKwak
'96, who had seen only limited action up
to that point in the season, to down Coast
Guard in three games (15-10,12-15,158).
It was a match that the Bants had to
win if they wanted to move on to the
semifinals, because their next opponent
was Conneticut College, the number one
team in the NESCAC. Conn College
handled the Bantams in two games, but
the team still moved into the semis.
In the semifinals, the Bantams defeated hostRhode Island College in three
games (15-11,13-15,15-7). A couple of
big kills by Kali Erwin '94 on perfect sets
from Stepharae Mandel % heped
p put
p
tthe third game
g
y
In
that
third
away.
th,rd game
eame
the Bantams' defense really came together.
E.
Early in the season, a Bantamblock

was a rarity, and passes frequently sailed again won out. Strong play by Birkel,
out of bounds. However, as the season and exceptional servingfrom Remington
has progressed, the blocking, led by was not enough to break the Camels
Ursula Garry '94, has improved dramati- backs, and Conn improved to 3-0 against
cally. Also the insertion of Kwak into the Trinity on the year.
rotation, and the emergence of Yvonne
Things did not improve much for
Vander Groen '94 in the backcour t, have Trinity in the foiling week. Last Thurshelped the Bantams' return of serve and day, the Bants traveled to Mr. Holyoke
passing imniesurably.
and dropped a pair of matches to Tufts
The defense was the key in the and Mt, Holyoke.
third game against Rhode Island ColLast Saturday the Bantams went to
lege, and, the Bants moved on to face Vassar and. lost a rematch with Smith,
dreadedConnCollegeinthefinals. Trin- while dropping a match against St. Thoity was strong, but Conn was stronger. mas Aquinas as well. It was a
The Camels downed the Bantams in two disapointing week for the Bants as they
games (15-11,15-12).
went 0-4 and their season record fell to 7Despite the two losses to Conn, the 13.
The Bants will be seeking revenge
Bantams were happy with their second
place finish. Birkel was once again the against Weslyan on Thursday at 6:00
floor leader, as her enthausiam and ag- when the Cardinals come to Oosting
gressiveness raised Trinity's level of play Gymnasium as.part of a three team match
at several key moments.
involving Trinity, Weselyan, and Coast
Unfortunately for the Bantams, the Guard,
Wesleyan beat Trinity in three
road since the Rhode Island Tourney has
been mostly rocky. The Bants lost to both games earlier this year, but recently TrinQuinrapiac and Amherst on October 6. ity has been playing teams that are far
On the following Saturday Octo- stronger than Wesleyan, so the Bants are
ber 10, the Bants defeated St. Joseph Col- hoping to reverse the result this time
lege behind the strong setting of Ya Jen around. Coast Guard will also be hunChang'94, some outstanding serves from gry after losing to Trinity earlier this
Vander Groen, and big plays at the net by season at the Rhode Island Tourney.
both Hardin Barton '96 and Stephanie
This Saturday, the Bantams will
Kupa '96. St Joes fell easily in two games travel to Williams to participate in the
(15-5,15-4).
Williams Tourney. It will be their last
The Bants also had the reluctant competition before the all important
task of taking on Conn that evening. The NESCAC Invitational, also to be played
Bants played their best match of the year at Williams, the following weekend, Ocagainst Conn, but Conn's strength once tober 30 and 31.
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Men's Soccer Streaking South

Experienced Squads Riddle \bungBants
BY MATT PETERSON
Sports Writer

Tim Yates '94 makes a successful tackle against his Tufts opponent last
Saturday at Trinity. Unfortunately, the Bantams lost the game 3-0,
their sixth loss in a row.

KMEKEHOE

Lady Bants Tie Jumbos 1-1
ready trailing 2-0, Macaro took over the
team's point lead with a score late in the
second half,
In games marked by their intense
Trinity returned home for a game
aggressive play, the Trinity Women's against Clark University this past TuesSoccer team wenl 2-3-1 over the past day, The team hoped to maintain their
three weeks. The matches leave the Lady offensive aggression/While increasing
Bantams with a 4-4-2 overall record.
their physical play, and they certainly
The team began wi th hopes of s tep- did. Outshooting Clark 32-15, the Lady
ping up their offensive attack against an Bantams squeezed out a 1-0 overtime
outclassed Nichols squad. While win. Roy capitalized for Trinity in overoutshootingNichols38-4, the Lady Bants time knocking home a bobbled save by
only managed a 2-1 victory. After a the Clark goalie. The goal gave Trinity
scoreless first half, Jennifer Rogers '96 the lead seven minutes into overtime
broke the ice with her first collegiate and they hung on for the victory. The
goal, assisted by Tri-captain Lea Macarb goal was particularly rewardingbecause
'93, midway through the second half. a similar scenario had occured in the
Then Kelli Murphy '95 scored after a second half of regulation, but at that time
scramble in front of the net/the result of the Lady Bants were unable to find the
one of Trinity's 14 corner kicks, and was open net.
visibly excited in the team's celebration.
Other chances to score were had
Nichols countered with a goal just by Concannon, Janet York '94, Margot
30 seconds after Murphy's goal. A high, Moses '95, and Tri-captain Denise
lofted shot beat goaltender Allison Bolk Tsiumis '93. Trinity was hurt all game by
'93, who otherwise had a solid game in numerous offsides calls that prevented
net. Aside from this lapse, however, potential scoring oppoturtites, but in the
Trinity clearly dominated the game. end they escaped with the victory.
There were many scoring chances that
Calling thatwin"relieving",coach
missed, including ones by Julie Roy '93, Pine looked towards hosting a very good
Lissa Smith '95, and Tri-captain Julie TuftsteamlastSaturday. Inawellplayed
Edlund'93.
.'••
contest, the Lady Bantams salvaged an
1 After the wiH) Trinity took to the ' ' exciting 1-1' tie. Tufts took the lead'with
road for three straight games. The first 5 minutes left in regulation, when a shot
was against Williams, regarded by Trin- landed in the upper corner of the net
ity coach Maureen Pine as the best team from 10 yards out. Trinity did not give
the Lady Bants would have to face all up, however. They applied heavy offenyear. With that in mind, the team took sive pressure in the closing minutes,
on, as Rogers stated, "a nothing to lose managing four comer kicks in the promindset.", and it almost worked. The cess. The effort paid off. Murphy tied the
Lady Bants managed a 35-3 shot advan- game with just 22 seconds remaining in
tage, but just couldn't put the ball in the regulation, as she scored off of a scramble
net. Williams'managed a goal late in the in front of the net.
first half, and Trinity spent the rest of the
In the overtime periods, both
game trying to penetrate Williams' fine squads had their chances. Tufts had a
defense for the equilizing goal. Unsuc- two on none opportunity, but Trinity
cessful, the Lady Bants ended up on the keeper Susan Lally '96 was up to the
losing end of a 1-0 decision.
challenge. Trinity had three corner kicks,
In losses that were termed "dis- an indirect kick inside Tufts penalty box,
heartening" by coach Pine, Trinity suf- and a strong shot as time expired, but
fered 2-1 defeats at the hands of both couldn't get the game winner.
Smith and Wheaton.
Maureen
With only four games remaining
Concannon '96 managed to score Trinity's in the regular season, Trinity hopes to
'only goal of the game versus Smith. The use their improved offense to propel them
goal was the second of the year for the into the E.C.A.C. tournament. Trinity is
freshman. Against Wheaton, Trinity at home tomorrow at 3:30 against Mount
again enjoyed a distinct shot advantage, Holyoke and travels to Bowdoin on Sat22-4, but couldn't manage a victory. Al- urday to face the Lady Polar Bears.

BY TODD JACOBUS
Sports Writer

.X

With Saturday's 3-0 loss to Tufts,
the men's soccer team completed a two
week slide they would like to forget.
After winning their first three games and
earning a top ten New England ranking,
the Bantams have proceeded to lose to
their next six opponents. Moving into
the toughest portion of their schedule,
the young Bantams learned quickly the
competitiveness of NESCAC soccer.
The match against perennial rival
Connecticut College proved to be a prelude of things to come, It was the first
time the Bantams faced a team of comparable skill. However, where the Bantams
fielded youth and inexperience, the Camels countered with a strong unit of seasoned veterans. Recruited primarily by
Coach Mighten (a former assistant at
Conn College), the Camels displayed a
combination of size, ability, and experience that the Bantams simply could not
match.
Although the play was initially
dominated by Trinity, the momentum
soon began to shift. After conceding an
unfortunate "own-goal", the Bantams
failed to mount a sustained offensive
threat, eventually losing 2-0. As would
be the case time and time again, Trinity
would play a skillful brand of soccer but
would falter on isolated instances that
ultimately decide the outcome of games.
The Bantams learned that to play competitively for eighty eight or eighty nine
minutes is not enough.
The one exception to this frustrating trend was the game against Williams.
Trinity was never really in the game as
the powerful Ephman side was able to
penetrate theBantam defense with unacceptable ease. The 4-0 loss, while certainly disappointing, was almost an inevitability as Williams returned all their
top players from last season's New England runner-up squad.
The loss to Eastern Connecticut
marked a definite turning point in
Trinity's season. Quite simply, it was a
game the Bantams could not afford to
lose. Once again the Bantams conceded
years of experience as the Eastern team
was led by ten senior starters. The 2-1
loss was especially disappointingbecause
the Bantams held a definite advantage in
skill but were unable to remain com-

posed long enough to set the tempo of
thegame. A few momentary lapses were
once again capitilized upon by the Bantams opponent. Despite many opportunities late in the game, one goal off the
foot of freshman Greg Cartin was all the
Bantams could produce.
Returning to their home field, the
Bantams may have had a reason for optimism going into their game against
W.P.I. However, the Engineers,
undefeated and ranked in the top ten
nationally, were considered the heavy
favorites. Playing with an inspiration
they had clearly lacked against Eastern,
the Bantams found themselves with a 21 lead at halftirne. After Peter Marchese
'93 scored the first Bantam goal on a blast
into the upper corner of the W.P.I, goal
from twenty-five yards out, senior TricaptainMark Gruba stepped off the bench
to finish off a beautiful scoring play involving some individual heroics by junior striker Tim Yates. The lead, however,
could not be sustained and a strong second half effort from the Enginners produced three goals and gave W.P.I, a hard
earned victory.
Losses to Clark and Tufts, both
solid but not exceptional teams, were
indicative of the way things have gone
for the Bantams, After going down early
to Clark, the Bantams fought back hard
and clearly dominated the second half of
play. The two goal deficit proved to be
insurmountable, however, and a Yates
penalty kick tally was all the Bantams
could produce. The Tufts game was
similarly disappointing. After playing a
solid seventy-five minutes of even soccer, the Bantams inexcusably conceded
three goals in the last fifteen minutes of
play. Lapses by the forwards, midfield,
anddefensedownthestretchof the game
proved to be the difference as the Jumbos
simply took advantage of the flat Bantams. The Bantams did themselves a real
injustice to falter so poorly after playing
so well for the majority of the game.
The six losses have produced
perhaps one beneficial result. Many of
the younger players who would otherwise have seen limited playing time, have
been able to get valuable experience that
will be crucial to the future success of the
team. The Bantams will have the entire
week to prepare for a tough trip to
Bowdoin on Friday before returning
home next week.

FEATURING
BRICK OVEN PIZZA

956-6000
HOURS
Mon-Thurs 11:30-10:00
Fri & Sat 11:30-11:00
Sun 5:00-9:00

939 Maple Avenue
HartfofliCT 06114
SERVING HARTFORD FOR 56 YEARS
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Jumbos Halt Netters' Win Streak
BY RICK ZEDNIK
Opinion Editor

It took an elephantine effort by the traditionally tough
Tufts Jumbos to halt the Bantams, who had breezed through
their previous three team
matches by winning 23 of 27
individual matches.
This past Saturday, Coach
Wendy Bartlett's tennis team
continued their habit of excellent singles performances and
merely competitive doubles
play on their home court.
Elizabeth Hewitt '93,
Kristin Scholhamer '94, and
Anne Chick '96, playing numbers one, three, and five, respectively, each won their singles
matches for the fourth consecutive time. Captain Hewitt defeated Tufts' top player
Alexander Montilla 6-3,6-2, setting high expectations for the
Bantams, none of whom have
everseena Trinity win over Jumbos. Chick and Scholhamer followed suit with dominant victories of 6-4, 6-0, and 6-3, 6-2,
respectively.
' Kerrie Okraska '96, playing number six, looked like she
was on her way to giving Trinity a 4-2 advantage in singles,

Captain Bo Hewitt '93 serves in a match against
Wesleyan last Wednesday. The Lady Bantams won that
match 6-3.

Equestrian Riders
Gallup to Success

setts, University of Connecticut,
University of Rhode Island,
Wesleyan University, Wheaton
The Trinity College College and Yale University.
Equestrian team has begun their
In spite of an early mornseason of competition. The six- ing departure from Mather on
teen member team belongs to October 11, the team rode well
the Intercollegiate Horse Show at Stonehill College. They
Association. The IHSA regula- brought home a fourth place ribtions are designed to mantain bonin Walk-Trot, a second place
fair and challenging shows. In in Novice Flat, a fifth in Novice
accordance with IHSA regula- Over Fences, athirdinlntermetions, each participating team is
assigned horses providedby the
host school. The team mem- This procedure
bers are not given the opportu- greatly challenges an
nity to ride them prior to their
judged classes. This procedure equestrian's abilities.
greatly
challenges
an
It also avoids giving
equestrian's abilities. It also
avoids giving any schools an any schools an unfair
unfair advantage in the quality
advantage...
of their horses.
Trinity'steamparricipates
in the English equitation shows diate Flat, a second and a fifth in
of the IHSA. Equitation is Intermediate over Fences, and a
judged mainly on the position third in Open over Fences.
of the rider. It is important for
This past Saturday, Octothe rider to keep legs and hands ber 17, the team rode at UConnsteady while mantaining con- Storrs. They once again gave a
trol over the horse's movements. good showing. Kevin Blumberg
The divisions are divided ac- '95 won a first place ribbon in
cording to the riders' experience. his Intermediate Flat class. EuClasses include Walk-Trot, gene Northacker '93 won a first
Walk-Trot-Canter, Novice on place ribbon in Novice Flat. The
the Flat, Novice over Fences, team also won a second and a
Intermediate Flat, Intermediate third in Walk-Trot, a sixth in
Fences, Open Flat, and Open Walk-Trot-Canter, a fourth and
Fences. In Flat classes riders are a sixth in Novice Fences, a fifth
generally judged at the walk, inlntermediate Flat and a fourth
trot and canter. Classes over and a sixth in Intermediate
Fences judge the riders'abilities Fences.
on a jumping course. Other
The team will compete
members of the IHSA who gen- next on Sunday October 25 at
erally participate in these shows the Community College of
are Brown University, Connecti- Rhode Island. Aspirations are
cut College, Salve Regina Col- high for a continuation of their
lege, University of Massachu- successful season.
BY LAURIE SCHAEFFER
Sports Writer

but was downed in a grueling
three set match, 2-6,7-5,6-2. This
evened the match at three wins
apiece for the hosts and guests,
going to the decisive pairs
matches. Needing to win two
out of three, both teams had fire
in their eyes as they took the
court for the decisive round.
Hewitt and Anita Shin '94
lost 6-3,6-3 and Chick and Holly
Nelson '96 were defeated 7-5,64, thus handing the day's laurels to the visitors. The tandem
of Scholhamer and Okraska
helped the Bantams save some
face by coming back to a gutsy
3-6,6-2,6-4 win.
Following the hardfought 5-4 loss, Coach Bartlett
said, "Obviously we need to
work on our doubles."
The pattern of the Tufts
loss was difficult to bear, but not
totally surprising, considering
the most recent match against
Wesleyan. On that day, Hewitt,
Chick, Nelson, Scholhamer, and
Okraska all won instraightsets.
Then, in doubles play, only the
number three pair of
Scholhamer and Okraska
emerged victorious, despite
three close matches. Their easy,
straight set win contrasted with
the 6-3, 7-6 loss of Hewitt and

Shin and the 0-6,6-1,6-2 defeat
of Chick and Nelson.
Trinity's two relatively
close recent team matches were
a change of pace in the wake of
obliterating the Univeisity of
Hartford 9-0 on October 8 and
Vassar 8-1 on October 10. The
six singles players did notlose a
set against either opponent.
Those wins had been especially
welcome after being crushed by
Williams 9-0 on October 3.
Hewitt was unable to play that
day because she was taking the
Law School Admissions Test. In
the senior's absence/all other
players shifted up a notch, This
gave sophomores Camy
Portanova and Julia Rising, who
have been impressive in junior
varsity matches, a chance to see
some varsity action.
As for what the Bantams
would do to prepare for their
final two matches before the
New England Championship
this weekend, Bartlett said,
"We're just going to play
doubles. It's just a matter of
working out some of the kinks
and fine tuning."
The Bantams are at Smith
today and face Mt. Holyoke in
their final home match tomorrow.

Football Improves Mark To 3-1
Continued from page 28

at the Trinity 33 yard line.
Sophomore defensive back,
Greg Schramm, picked off the
Continental's third down pass
at Trinity's 24 with 1:47 left to
The Bantams finally
came home to Jesse Field to
face the Jumbos of Tufts this
past Saturday. The game was
a defensive slugfest with Trinity" coming out on top, 14-0.
The offensive star for the Bants
was McDavitt, who only
touched the ball twice, but
turned both opportunities into
Trinity's two scores. The defensive charge was lead by
Devanney (2 interceptions) and
Rick Fontes '95 (3 sacks).
The Trinity offense on a
whole sputtered, especially the
dependable running attack.
The Bantam backs combined
for only 32 yards on 44 carries.
Fortunately the Bantam D did
not let this prove too costly.
"This was the first time this
year the entire defense played
together. Everybody did their
jobs,"
said free safety
Devanney.
Tufts threatened on their
very first possession of the
game after the Jumbos completed a 39 yard pass. Tufts
continued to march into Bantam territory until Devanney
put an end to it by intercepting
a pass at the one yard line.
The game stood in a lock
as both teams could not mus-

ter any serious offensive drives.
Trinity finally put that to an end
after the Jumbos tried some
razzle dazzle. "Tufts had two
weeks to prepare for us. The
coach warned us they would
throw some weird plays at us,"
explained Devanney. Coach
Miller was correct as Tufts ran a
reverse pass play which was intercepted by Eric Mudry '94,
who took the ball to the Trinity
32 yard line. The Bants capitalized on the turnover two plays
later when Broderick scrambled
left and lobbed a short pass to
McDavitt who took over from
there. He sprinted by two Jumbo
defenders for a 65 yard touchdown reception. Rondini put
the point after through the uprights for a 7-0 lead, with 10:06
left in the half.
Thatwouldbeall the Bantams would need as their defense continued to stop any thing
Tufts threw their way. Tufts
attempted another trick play
towards the end of the first half,
but the trick was on them.
With the Jumbos driving
deep into Bantam territory,
Tufts' running back, Brian
Curtin, took a pitch out to his
right and attempted a pass.
Devanney read the play perfectly and intercepted the ball in
the endzone. This left the score
at 7-0 at the half.
The Trinity D continued
its great play throughout the
second half. Trinity set the tone
on Tufts first possession as defensive back Pete Tighe '95

blitzed and hit the Jumbo's
quarterback, causing him to
throw an interception to linebacker Marty Tighe '95. In
addition to his interception
Marty Tighe racked up nine
tackles. The Bantam's defensive line was consistently in
the Jumbo backfield dropping
their QB for five sacks.
Trinity would score once
more on an 11 play drive that
chewed up over five minutes
on the clock. The drive featured a Broderick to Broderick
pass reception for 24 yards, and
two QB sneaks on crucial third
and one situations to keep the
drive alive.
The drive ended as
Broderick hit McDavitt on a
third and five from the Tufts'
29 yard line, The pass sailed
into the right corner of the
endzone to find a diving Tom
McDavitt underneath to make
the grab. Rondini punched in
the point after for al4-0 Bantam lead, with 4:24 left in the
contest. The game ended appropriately on Brian Callahan's
'95 interception.
With Middlebury's upset over Williams at
Williamstown this weekend,
Trinity is still in the funning
for its second consecutive
NESCAC title. The Bantams
next face the Bpwdoin Polar
Bears in Maine this Saturday.
Compiled by Chris Browt
(Sports Information Director) am
Brian Woodward and Tom Elk
(Tripod Sports Writers) '

Field Hockey Back To Winning Ways
its first defeat of the season this
last weekend/ a 2-0 loss down at
Connecticut ColJege-

Abigail Hopkins '96
scored the goal for Trinity.
.since, and looJt.to continue
Fenwkk received six stitches
their tttomentum when they
on her cheek, and seventeen
play a much improved
inside her mouth.
INJURY UPDATE: Beth • • Jill Griffin '95 was hit in
Wesley&n team thi? afternoon
Ferwvick '95 was hit in the face the face by a stray ball during
at 3:30. .
Saturday, the team trav- with altfgh stick during £he)un*
els up to Maine to play a 9-3,' iorvarsit/sl-l lleagamsfrBecker teristttches, three on theieheek
Bowdoitt aqaad &at suffered JC last Tuesday. -.
Continued from page 2$
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Men's Rugby Finds
Successful Mix
BY CHRIS BONNY
Sports Writer

Trinity's male ruggers get down and dirty during a practice session last week.

Crew Teams Racing Well So Far This Fall
Continued from page 23

before or the one after," Ms.
Moore explained. "Also, I
want to shift the focus to moving the boat, rather than just
working hard."
"Technically, we are
more relaxed on the recovery
so that we can be more
agressive on the drives. We
are doing long, low practice
pieces to emphasize aerobic
fitness and technique," said
Ms. Moore.
Ms. Moore also noted
that Trinity's equipment and
facilities are far better than
those she left at University of
Massachusetts.
"I'm happy with the
way we have rowed and raced.

I'm happy with the results from
Lowell, and I amhappy with the
way we rowed at the Connecticut Regatta, but the results were
no t rewarding," said Ms. Moore.
"I think that we will win
some and lose some [in the
Spring] but the important thing
is that if you lose, make sure that
they respect you, that you don't
give them the race. And we will
win some against the odds—
some people will be surprised."
Mr. Fluhr is likewise confident that his boats will have a
successful Spring, and has definite plans on how to prepare his
rowers.
"We will go faster through
a number of routes. The more
experience we have racing, the
better, and we are getting that

experience this fall. We will
certainly work onbetter conditioning. Also, we must row
better, technically. We have
two weeks on the water after
our last race to work in
Novemeber, and we get back
on the water in mid-February,"
explained Mr. Fluhr.
Trinity's last race of 1992
is Saturday's Head of the
Schukyll Regatta in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Trinity'sfreshmenmen's
and women's squads have yet
to race this fall, but they will be
on the water October 31 for the
Halloween Regalia, which will
be at Yale's home course, the
Derby River,- and again on
November 7 at Middletown,
Connecticut.

ThisyeartheMen'sRugby
team is composed of experienced upperclassmen and a
large number of freshmen. Although these freshmen "rookies" suffered through the first
few weeks of practice with little
or no knowledge of the sport,
they have gradually caught on
to make what is now an effectual "A" and "B" side of integrated players.
Through grueling practices and "social gatherings", the
team has begun to work as a
single unit. This was proved in a
crushing defeat of The University of Hartford. In the scrimmage, the Bants controlled the
ball well on a wet and muddy
morning, securing victory.
The team next prepared
to play Tufts in their first official
game of the fall, but the Jumbos
forfeited prior to the contest.
During reading week,
turnout at practices was low.
The ill effects of this were felt in
that Saturday's game against
Brandeis. With many members
of the team missing, Trinity put
together a makeshift side of" A"
and "B" players. The score of 80 to Brandeis was a result of
both inexperience and the inability to score when needed.
Although Trinity was perhaps
the better side, the experience of
the Brandeis players showed
through.
Thislosswasmadeup for

last Saturday when the team
traveled to The University of
New Hampshire. With the entire "A" side playing together
for the first time, Trinity came
out playing hard. However,
UNH came out just as hard and
scored the only points of the
first half off a penalty kick.
The Bants, knowing that
they were the better side, began
the second half determined to
reduce their penalties and increase their intensity. A diving
and rolling try by Steve
Grimsrud '93 put a little spice
into the Trinity team. Moments
later, "Smiley" burrowed
through from the back of a pileup for a try to make the game 103. Although now clearly dominating the match, the Bants let
up, and UNH scored a quick try
to make it 10-8. However, after
UNH missed two attempts at
the potential game-tying conversion, Trinity took control.
For the next fifteen minutes, Trinity played excellent
defense and controlled the ball,
not allowing the ball back into
their side of the field long
enough to give UNH another
chance. The game ended with
Trinity coming out on top with a
come-from-behind win, due to
some good playing and a lot of
heart.
Next week the team faces
a strong, but beatable WPI team.
If Trinity wins, they will be in a
good position to enter the New
England tournament >vith a 3-1
record.
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Complete Updates Next Week
Summaries

[Footb^T
Trinity 14,Tufts 0
Tufts(l-2)
Trinity (3-1)

0 0 0 0—0
0 7 0 7—14

Scoring Summajy
T - McDavitt 65 pass from Brodeiick
(Rondini kick)
T - McDavitt 29 pass from Broderick
(Rondinikkk)

Tom McDavitt '95
This week's Athlete of the Week is I
sophomore split-end Tom McDavitt,
I who caught touchdown passes of 65
I and 29 yards to lead Trinity's sluggish
'offense in the 14-0victory over Tufts
[this past weekend. Although the deifense carried the day for the Bants,
McDavitt's individual plays are more
than worthy of recognition. McDavitt
has been performing well all season for
Trinity, averaging 22.4 yards per catch
on 15 catches with four touchdowns in
I the Bantams' four games. Congratulations Tom on being named the Athlete]
I of the Week.

[FieldHockey
This Week In Bantam Sports
Triiiity3,Tuftsl
Trinity(9-1) 1 2 - 3
AT TTONfTTY
Today - Women's Field Hockey vs.|
Tufts(2-7)
0 1 - 1
|Wesleyanat3:30
Goals - Davison (2), Jones
Saves-Graves, 4
Tomorow - Women's Soccer vs. |
|Mt.Holyokeat3:30
[Women's Soccer
Women's Tennis vs. Mt. Holyoke|
Trinity 1, Tufts 1 (OT)
at 3:00
lnnity(44^)
0 1 0 0 - 1
Thursday - Women's Vblleybal
Tufts (54-1) 0 1 0 0 vs. Wesleyan and Coast Guard at 6:0(
inOostingGym
Goal-Murphy
Saves-lally, 12
Mease Support Trinity Athletics
iMen's Soccer
College View Specials
Tufts 3, Trinity 0
Trinity (3-6) 0 0 - • ; 0
Come to (he ViewforDinnerf
Pitchers of Milwaukee's Best am only $3 when you
Tufts(54)
0 3 —3
order a meal between 6 pm. and 8 pm.
Monday Night - $350 pitchers of Milwaukee's Best
Goals-none
from 9 p m to dosing.
Saves - Bows (unavailable)
Sunday Night - Pitchers of Milwaukee's Best are
only $3.50 between 9 p m and dosing.
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Defense Jolts Jumbos 14 -0
McDavittHauls In 2 TDs

The Trinity Bantam defense came
to the rescue Saturday to record their
second shutout of the season against the
Tufts Jumbos, 14-0. The defense was
phenomenal, forcing six turnovers to
compensate for a weak offensive performance in Increasing the team's record to
3-1.
The Bantam's previous two games
played over the reading weekends had
mixed results. The Bants suffered a tough
loss to rival Williams, 40-33, on October
3, but bounced back a week latex to win
a thriller at Hamilton, 21-17.
Trinity pulled off their victory
verses the Hamilton Continentals thanks
to an exceptional performance by QB
Paul Broderick '93, and a clutch defensive play by Greg Schramm '95.
The Bantams took a 1-0 record into
Williamstown to face the Ephmenin what
proved to be an offensive track meet.
Unfortunately Trinity couldn't pull off
the victory, thus ending any hopes the
Bantams had of recording a perfect 8-0
record. Williams dominated the first
half, taking a 27-7 lead into the locker
room. The Bantams refused to quit and
showed a lot of character by roaring back
to tie the score at 33-33 late in the fourth
quarter.
Trinity was lead by Julian Craig
'94, who had a tremendous game, rushing for 93 yards on 11 carries with one
TD. Tom McDavitt '95 also turned in an
excellent performance pulling down six
receptions for 94 yards and atouchdown,
The Ephmen offense was just as potent,
amassing 472 yards in total offense.
Still the game was locked at 33-33
with Williams backed up at their own 17
yard line. But Williams' quarterback,
John Birknes, led the Ephs down the
field, finishing the drive with TD strike
with only 19 seconds left in the game.
The Bantams would get revenge a

week later against the Hamilton Continentals. Broderick capped a six play 55
yard drive, by scampering into the
endzone from 14 yards out, with 8:03
remaining in the contest to give Trinity a
21-17 advantage. Broderick completed
26 of 43 passes for 306 yards and one TD.
His 306 passing yards marked the first
time a Trinity quarterback has thrown
for over 300 yards since Dan Tighe who
passed for 310 in a win over Bowdoin in
1985. BroderickwasnamedtheNESCAC
co-offensive player of the week and to
ECAC New England Honor Roll for his
performance.
The Bants threatened to score several times in the firsthalf,but Hamilton's
D proved to be both stubborn and resourceful inside their own 30 yard line.
Trinity drove inside the Hamilton 30 four
times in the first half, coming away with
only 7 points.
While Trinity failed to cash in on
its opportunities, Hamilton took a 3-0
lead before the Bantams got in the
endzone. On Trinity's first play from
scrimmage, Broderick took a three step
drop and fired down the right sideline,
hitting McDavitt in stride for a 38 yard
gain. Three plays, later Broderick rolled
right and tossed a 5 yard TD to halfback
Shaun Kirby '95, with 5:22 left in the half.
RobRondini '95 hit the point after. That's
how the score wouldremain, as the Bants
took a 7-3 lead into the half.
Trinity had several opportunities
to put the game away in tHe opening
minutesof the secondhalf. Jeff Devanney
'93, who was named the NESC AC defensive player of the week (14 tackles, 3 pass
break ups, and one int.), returned a
Hamiltonpunt down to the Continental's
34 yard line, but the Bantams had to
settle for a 26 yard field goal attempt.
Instead of kicking, holder Mike Giardi
'93 took the ball and ran an option right,

Two of the Bantam defensive stars, Rick Fonte (#58) and Saul Snowise
combine for a tackle in Saturday's 14-0 shutout of Tufts.
pitching to McDavitt, who was stopped
short of the first down. Trinity had another golden opportunity when
Devanney intercepted a pass at the
Hamilton 33. The Trinity drive was
stopped when Broderick was sacked on
a fourth down play.
Hamilton took the lead with 2:08
left in the third quarter for a 10-7 advantage. Hamilton running back Eric Grey
scooted into the endzone on a 14 yard
run. To the Bantam's credit, Grey was
held under 100 yards for the first time
this season. Broderick responded to the
Hamilton score by completing 3 of 5
passes for 36 yards in a seven play touchdown drive, including a 20 yard pass to
his younger brother Greg Broderick '95.
Halfback John Mullaney '93 gave Trinity

a 14-10 lead on a one yard TD run with
12:17 left in the game. Hamilton came
back by driving 80 yards in nine plays to
take a 17-14 advantage, On a third and
ten from Trinity's 47, Hamilton receiver,
Rob Hatch, turned a seven yard catch
into a 47 yard touchdown, with 9:36 left
to play.
Trailing for the third time in the
game, Broderick completed 4 of 5 passes
for 41 yards, marching the Bantams from
their own 45 down to the Hamilton 14.
Broderick finished the comeback himself
with a quarterback draw for the score,
Rondini once again added the point after, to make the score 21-17.
Hamilton's lastchance was denied
please turn to page 25

Field Hockey Topples Tufts 3-1, Win Streak at Four
game, against Smith, Davison was looking to begin another goal-scoring streak
against Tufts. She did. Three-and-a-half
Though no longer undefeated, minutes into the second half, Davison
Trinity's Field Hockey team is again one slashed one past a helpless Jurribo keeper,
of the top teams in New England and is giving Trinity a two goal advantage. Her \
riding a new four-game winning streak. second goal of the afternoon, and twenThough the number of goals for Trinity tieth of the season, was one of remarkhas been slowing up in recent contests, able stickwork. Monica Iacono '95 took a
the wins have not.
shot for the Bantams that the Tufts keeper
Playing host to Tufts University blocked straight up in the air. Davison
this past Saturday morning, the Bantams took the rebound, while the ball was still
were looking to rebound from a rather flying above the ground, and poked it
poor showing earlier in the week against past a stunned Tufts team. Trinity had
Smith, and with their 3-1 win, proved an insurmountable three goal lead at this
they deserve their position as one of New point, and Went on to win 3-1.
England's premier squads. The game
Two times this yearthe potent Trinstarted off as they do many times, with ity offense has been held to one goal. The
Trinity controlling the ball and applying first occurred in a disappointing 2-1 loss
constant pressure on the opposing to Williams. More on that later. The
goaltender. This day, the Jumbos keeper second occurred in their less than specseemed up to the challenge, as she saved tacular 1 -0 vie tory at Smith. Trinity mannumerous shots in the early minutes of
aged just thirteen shots on goal for the
the game. Nine minutes into the game,
game and the lone goal was scored seven
co-captain Braxton Jones'94 tookabeauminutes
into the contest, by senior cotiful direct corner pass from senior Grace
captain
Lexi
Rice, unassisted. Still, that
Cragin and fired it right through the
was
enough
as
the defense stood strong
onrushing defense to the stick side of the
and
the
goaltending
tandem of Ashley
goalie, giving Trinity a 1-0 lead, Though
tiie Jumbos had a tough afternoon ad- Graves'93 and Alisha Wayman'95 made
vancing the ball— they didn't advance eight saves in combining for the shutout.
Perhaps the biggest win of the sea-.
past the midfield line until fifteen minutes of play elapsed—their defense hung son up to this point occurred when the
tough and shutout the Bantams for the team traveled up to Clark University to
battlea NCAA Tournament-quality team.
rest of the first half.
Facing one of the best goalies in New
The second half belonged to junior England, Jennifer West, Trinity's offense
Lindsey Davison. Denied a goal for the knew it would have tough time scoring.
first time all season in their previous And it did. Trinity was shut out in the
BYTIMRICHMAN
Senior Editor

first half for the only time all year, and
West made twenty four saves. But the
powerful Bantam machine would not be
denied in the second half. Rice broke the
ice ten minutes into the final half, when
she took a penalty corner pass from
Craginandfiredithome. Davisonscored
inher eighth consecutive game when
she followed Rice into the goal-scoring
column with thirteen minutes left. The
goal, assisted by Rice, was the eventual
game winner as Clark scored with nine
minutes left to cut the margin of victory
to 2-1.
Trinity'sfirstgamefollowingtheir
lone loss of the season was a 5-0 shellacking of Connecticut College. The Camels
were no match for Trinity as they were
dominated in every facet of the game.
Trinity, which started the game slowly,
first lit up the Scoreboard when Grace
Cragin hit the back of the goal. Ashley
Farrar '93 registered one of her three
assists on the day on Cragin's goal. Farrar
also assisted on Braxton Jones's goal with
sixteen minutes left in the half, when
Jones fired a dot past an imposing Camel
keeper. Farrar's third assist of the contest occurred with eight minutes left in
the half when she started a Trinity fast
break and dished to Davison, who faked
one Camel and then squeaked one past
the goalkeeper.
Lexi Rice scored both second-half
goals, the first on a penalty shot and the
second on a direct corner from Cragin.
Trinity's defenders, though registering
their third shutout of the season, had to

be on their toes at all times, as the Camel
keeper started a few breakaways for
Conn, with her powerful kick saves. The
defense, though starting the season with
some problems, has responded and is
playingmuchbetteroflate. Featuringjill
Griffin'93,Marcia Gray'94, AliFriedman
'94, Vivian Chong '95, Kate Carty '95, and
Mali Barkman '96, this squad has been a
key contributor in Trinity's success and
is a big reason the offensehas the ball so
often and the goalies face only six shots a
game.
One game the defense, the offense,
and the coaches would like to forget is
Trinity's 2-1 loss to Williams. The sole
goal of the game for Trinity was scored
by Davison, of course, and gave Trinity
the early 1-0 lead. But Williams scored
late in the first half and late in the second
half to steal the 2-1 win. Trinity had
several opportunities to add to their one
goal, but did not; Head Coach Robin
Sheppard can use this game as a motivational tool should the two teams meet for
the third straight time in the ECAC Championship game, a likely possibility given
the talent on both squads.
Before the loss to the Ephs, Trinity
crushed: Amherst 5-1. Davison scored
four goals, Cragin the other and two assists, with both co-captains also recording a single assist.
Though the loss to Williams was
disappointing for Trinity, the team has
rebourided nicely, winning all four games
Please turn to page 25

